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from Inside A Prune

Judas!

Welcome to issue 19, the Modern Times special, and thanks to all who wrote in with their
thoughts on the album.We offer a variegated selection here of the many responses. So many
indeed that I abandoned my own review, which may be for the best as it may not have been
enthusiastic enough for most of your palates. I’ll use this double editorial to briefly explain
why, (especially as I am not good at saying ‘goodbye’ so want to put it off as long as I can);
although I did start off in the days prior to the full release defending the album.
Or to put it more accurately, defending the pre-release teaser of ‘Thunder on the
Mountain’ against a stiffly negative welcome. It was not that I was knocked out by the song,
but that it was being judged in isolation and my thought process was that ‘Tweedle Dee and
Tweedle Dum’ would have sounded very weak in isolation but performs an important
introductory function on “Love and Theft” so ‘Thunder on the Mountain’ should not be
prejudged out of context. In addition it had the outrageously brilliant rhyme of ‘sons of
bitches’ and ‘orphanages’ which I trust is original as it is difficult to imagine anyone other
than Dylan thinking of it. It is not just a clever couplet but a deeply meaningful one as wars
increase the number of orphanages needed, which in turn are a rich picking ground for
future armies.
On the other hand I did describe the track as sounding ‘“Love and Theft” lite’; a phrase
that appears to resonate with many and hoped the album would not sound like its predecessor as that’d be such an un-Dylan-like thing to do.Alas that is one of the main stumbling
blocks I have, much as I love “Love and Theft” the musical similarities are too conspicuous
for comfort.
Don’t get me wrong, there are times when I am captivated by Modern Times too. Such as
the sumptuous opening of‘Workingman’s Blues #2’; the poignant beauty of the vocal on the
opening chorus lines of ‘Nettie Moore’ and when the mood is right I can be charmed by
‘Spirit on the Water’ and appreciate ‘When the Deal Goes Down’; I can even take one or two
of the seemingly endlessly interchangeable blues fillers he presents us with in this old age.
I note, though, that I write ‘when the mood is right’; very soon after its arrival Modern
Times became something I rarely felt driven to play; whereas “Love and Theft” was with me
for a year wherever I went, compelling me to listen again and again.
The difference, in addition to the same-sounding musical background, is partly to do
with a comparative lack of cohesion in the lyrics and the overall web of allusion. On “Love
and Theft” and the successful songs from Time Out of Mind Dylan’s borrowings built a new,
creative statement. Take, ‘Trying to Get to Heaven’ for example – a perfect patchwork of
borrowed lyrics creating a definitive new Dylan song. Whereas on the songs here I feel that
anything goes; it doesn’t matter within a song what couplet follows which.
(continued in editorial for issue 20)
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Shifting Quality
and
Melodic Cohesion
by Stephen Scobie

So I suppose it’s time to say ‘Hail and farewell’ to Judas! Like all your regular
readers, I’m sure, I do feel disappointed that you are ceasing publication. But
sometimes a magazine has a natural life-span. It does what it has to do, and then
it steps aside. Perhaps this is the time for some new forum to open up, and to give
us ‘new eyes,’ as Dylan says at the end of ‘Highlands.’ Or ‘new I’s,’ in the wordplay
which I never cease to insist on for its relevance to Dylan:
I look in your eyes, I see nobody other than me.
I see all that I am and all I hope to be.
But having quoted these lines, let me pose what is possibly an unfair question.
Quick now, without checking, straight off the top of your head, what song do
these lines come from? Even if you came up with the right answer (‘The Levee’s
Gonna Break’), you might have to admit that they could belong equally well in
several other songs, not only on Modern Times, but on any of Dylan’s last three
albums. They are what I would like to call ‘wandering’ lines – lines which appear
in one particular song but which could equally well turn up in another song: for
example:
I’m doomed to love you, I’ve been rolling through stormy weather…
I’m rolling slow – I’m doing all I know…
I rolled and I tumbled, I cried the whole night long…
Three songs, three albums, lines which would fit in any one. They may be good
lines (sometimes they’re not), but they’re certainly not very context-dependent.
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I’m not offering these comments
necessarily as a criticism of Dylan’s recent
writing, but more as a description, as an
account of what is going on, verbally, in
these songs. Part of what intrigues me is
the disjunction between this verbal level,
where wandering lines seem almost indistinguishable, and the musical level, where
the songs (especially on Modern Times)
retain an intensely strong and recognizable identity. I could tell you in two
seconds whether a sequence of notes does
or does not come from ‘Nettie Moore’; I
would have no such confidence in saying
whether or not the ‘rolling slow’ line
comes from that song. (It doesn’t; it’s from
2001’s ‘Bye and Bye.’)
In a recent interview, Dylan spoke
about the coherence of, precisely, ‘Nettie
Moore.’ This was the song, he said, ‘which
troubled me most, because I wasn’t sure I
was getting it right. Finally, I could see
what the song is about. This is coherent,
not just a bunch of random verses. I knew
I wanted to record this. I was pretty hyped
on the melody line.’ Even here, it is interesting that Dylan locates the song’s coherence in the ‘melody line,’ rather than in
what he is worried may appear as ‘a bunch
of random verses.’ I would agree. The song
is totally coherent, melodically and, I
think, emotionally. At a verbal level, I’m
not so sure. It is clearly a song about loss,
and the grief for loss: but like so many
recent Dylan songs, the words shift back
and forth, and accommodate a range of
responses which is not always reducible to
a single interpretable statement.
This shifting quality often produces
disconcerting effects of contradiction and

change of mood. In ‘Thunder on the
Mountain,’ for example, the altruistic
sentiment ‘Gonna forget about myself for
a while, gonna go out and see what others
need’ is followed two lines later by the
decidedly non-altruistic ‘I want some real
good woman to do just what I say.’ But
who, listening to the joyful propulsion of
the music, takes time to be bothered by the
blatant contradiction of the words?
Often, these suddenly intrusive and
contradictory lines contain references,
hints, or outright threats of violence.
Again, this effect goes back as least as far as
“Love and Theft,” where the saccharine
‘Bye and bye, I’m breathin’ a lover’s sigh’
modulates into ‘I’m gonna establish my
rule by civil war.’ Similarly, the gooey love
lyrics of ‘Spirit on the Water’ are interrupted by the startling ‘I killed a man in
Paradise,’ only to be returned to ‘we could
have a whomping good time.’
The violence of Dylan’s lyric intrusions
– ‘If I catch my opponents ever sleeping, /
I’ll just slaughter them where they lie’ – is
always shocking or at least disconcerting.
Who can fail to be taken aback by the
sudden, gratuitous viciousness of ‘Some
young lazy slut has charmed away my
brains,’ or by ‘I don’t want to brag, I’m
gonna wring your neck’? At times the
violence is modified by a kind of black
humour, as when ‘Thunder on the
Mountain’ produces one of Dylan’s
greatest all-time outrageous rhymes:
Gonna raise me an army, some tough
sons of bitches
I’ll recruit my army from the
orphanages
4
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One could say that such lines introduce a note of hard-edged realism into
songs which are otherwise idealistically
soft-centred as candy, but is that kind of
violence really the corrective we can value?
A lot of these ‘wandering’ lines are, of
course, from other sources. They stand out
precisely because they were conceived for a
different context; yet at its best, Dylan’s
genius is to assimilate them seamlessly
into a new context. Some of Dylan’s very
best lines were not composed by him at all,
but throughout his career he has assumed
the breath-taking assurance to make it
appear as if they were. Modern Times is as
chock-full of love and theft as, well, “Love
and Theft,” so the tracers and annotators
have been hard at work – bringing, for
example, a vast amount of attention to
Henry Timrod, an American poet who,
two months ago, would have been unfamiliar to 99% of Dylan listeners. (The
problem with the Timrod borrowings is
not that they are borrowings, but that the
borrowed lines are not all that interesting
in the first place. ‘More frailer than the
flowers, these precious hours’ is a lousy
line right from the start, and knowing that
it comes from Timrod doesn’t help.)
Meanwhile, Internet groups buzz with
attributions, from blues-singer Robert
Johnson to a particular Penguin translation of Ovid.
Dylan himself comments on this
phenomenon in ‘Nettie Moore,’ where the
abruptly shortened second line of each
stanza acts as the punch-line to a joke:

But then Dylan promptly follows up
that jibe by providing two lines which
plunge the listener right back in to ‘the
world of research’:
Albert’s in the graveyard, Frankie’s
raising hell
I’m beginning to believe what the
scriptures tell
Ahem, that would be the traditional
murder ballad ‘Frankie and Albert,’ as
recorded by Bob Dylan on Good As I Been
To You (1992); and Blind Lemon
Jefferson’s ‘See That My Grave Is Kept
Clean,’ as recorded by Bob Dylan on Bob
Dylan (1961). Too much paperwork?
Still, the effect of the juxtapositions
across these four lines is intricate and
witty, and they are all held together by the
aching repetition of the chorus (itself a
subject for research): ‘Oh I miss you,
Nettie Moore / And my happiness is o’er.’
In the 19th century song from which this
chorus is taken, the reason that the speaker
is separated from Nettie is that they are
both slaves, and she has been sold to a new
master, who has taken her away; he will
never see her again. In using the old lines,
Dylan never makes this narrative explicit,
but his music and voice allow it full
emotional weight. ‘Nettie Moore’ can
make jokes about Internet research and
quote lines about the scriptures, and bring
it all together into an intense expression of
emotional loss.
It doesn’t always work, of course.
Dylan could have used a good editor.
There are all too many lines which are
simply slack and undistinguished, unrelieved by any edge of awareness. Vocally, I

The world of research has gone berserk
Too much paperwork
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enjoy Bob’s attempts to croon like Bing
Crosby, but from a verbal point of view, I
could easily do without the whole of the
insipid ‘Beyond the Horizon.’ Or take the
line: ‘Some sweet day I’ll stand beside my
king.’ I think it’s an intriguing line (with
the usual ambivalence about whether
‘king’ means Jesus or Elvis), and I especially like ‘beside’ – not ‘before’ or
‘behind,’ which are both positions of
subservience, but ‘beside,’ a position of
equality (with either Jesus or Elvis). Great.
But then comes ‘I wouldn’t betray your
love or any other thing.’ What a lame
ending; what a lazy rhyme. (Of course, the
very next line is ‘Gonna raise me an
army…’ Just when you think Bob’s lost it,
he reclaims it.)
Often enough, on Modern Times, it is
the use of the chorus which pulls the song
back into some semblance of unity,
despite the scatter-shot nature of the
lyrics. ‘Nettie Moore’ remains the album’s
finest example: its use of that aching 19th
century refrain binds together the song’s
highly disparate lines. ‘Workingman’s

Blues #2’ veers wildly between personal
love song and rudimentary social analysis,
yet both strands are brilliantly resolved in
the repetition of
Meet me at the bottom, don’t lag behind
Bring me my boots and shoes.
And the gradual accumulation of ‘Ain’t
Talkin’, just walkin’ brings a sense of
massive finality to the album’s closing
song, a spot that Dylan always reserves for
his most considered and considerable
statements.
At the time of writing, Dylan has
performed six of the ten songs in concert.
When I heard him in Seattle, it seemed to
me that ‘When the Deal Goes Down’ was a
fairly rote performance of a rather weak
song; but ‘Thunder on the Mountain’ was
jumping and alive even more than on the
record. I hope he goes on to perform all of
the songs, and that some kindly bootlegger
will assemble a complete ‘Modern Times
Live.’ In the meantime, it was certain that
no one in the Seattle audience was
shouting ‘Judas!’
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The Days Before
Rock and Roll:

Dylan’s Swing Time Waltz in the
Face of the Apocalypse

by Peter Stone Brown

This article was offered to Judas! just before Counterpunch asked if they could
also publish it. As this would bring in a possible readership of some five million more
than dear old Judas! there was no doubt that it would appear there. That is our
reason for changing our normal policy of not re-printing things that had already
appeared on the internet – the, now, two exceptions have had special reasons and
both been acknowledged up front.
Sometime back in the era of Nashville Skyline, but long before Self Portrait I
was talking with a friend of mine who was heavily into Dylan, and had just written
a paper for some course at Columbia University on ‘Time and Space in Bob Dylan
songs.’ We were in a little hamlet called Shady in upstate New York, about seven
minutes from Byrdcliffe, when he said, ‘I think Dylan reached a place where his
dreams and reality are all one.’
Fast forward 30 years to the early spring of 2000, Bob Dylan goes on tour with
Western Swing band, Asleep at the Wheel as his opening act. In Reno he says
they’re the best band he ever toured with. Six months later in Indiana, Dylan does
a Sons of the Pioneers song with pre-swing overtones, ‘Blue Bonnet Girl.’ The lead
singer of the original recording was one Roy Rogers. When I was a kid, I once had
a set of cowboy tunes on little 45-size 78s by Roy Rogers and the Sons of the
Pioneers. It came in a little box with a handle. I wonder if ‘Blue Bonnet Girl’ was
on it. A few months after that I’m sitting in a delicatessen in New York with Asleep
at the Wheel’s leader and founder, Ray Benson, who I’ve known longer than I’ve
been listening to Bob Dylan and ask him about that tour. ‘He only listens to old
music,’ he tells me.
7
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Of course the world has changed
dramatically since then. I still wonder if
9/11 hadn’t happened if Dylan would have
done a dramatically different show that
fall, where he went out and played the
album, the way he did with Slow Train
Coming and Saved. But instead, proving
that he meant what he said when he said,
‘The songs are my lexicon,’ he reached
back to Hank Williams with ‘Wait For The
Light To Shine’ to open most of the shows.
In 2005 Dylan went on tour with Merle
Haggard and his band The Strangers
opening. To some it was an odd choice but
to those who knew Haggard’s music it
wasn’t. Haggard, like Dylan had explored
all kinds of music, doing tribute albums to
Jimmie Rodgers and Western Swing
legend, Bob Wills, exploring New Orleans
music and various theme albums. He led
one of the tightest bands in country
music, capable of playing any style.
Haggard is also one of the best songwriters
in country music and unfortunately best
known for the anti-hippie, ‘Okie From
Muskogee,’ which early on gave him the
reputation as a hard-core right winger.
The humorous thing about all this was by
the time he toured with Dylan, he was an
outspoken critic of the war in Iraq and of
the Bush administration.
On that tour, Dylan’s band changed
dramatically. Longtime guitarist and
multi-instrumentalist Larry Campbell
departed and at first Dylan replaced him
with three people including violinist Elana
Fremerman, who had opened for the
Dylan/Nelson tour the previous summer. I
wondered if Dylan was nervous about
Haggard’s band and felt he had to bolster

At the same time I’m engaged in heavy
duty email correspondence with another
friend. ‘He’s moving back to becoming the
guy who made the first album,’ he writes me.
In the fall Dylan suddenly recasts
‘Tryin’ to Get to Heaven’ as a jazz song and
not long after does one of the songs I
never expected to ever hear, ‘If Dogs Run
Free,’ his first excursion into jazz. Before
the year is out he records of all things, a
Dean Martin song, ‘Return To Me,’ for the
TV series, The Sopranos.
Throughout his career Bob Dylan has
dropped clues about what he’s going to do
next among other things. Sometimes he
takes his time about it. No better proof of
this is the Bucky Baxter quote about we’d
rehearse a song and then we wouldn’t play
it until a year and half later.
When “Love and Theft” was released
one of the things that got lost in the rubble
of that day was that in a sense it was his
most musically realized album. There were
several genres represented including a
prototypical Bob Dylan song and Dylan’s
band at the time – possibly the best band
he had during the Never Ending Tour –
nailed them all. After years of putting
down all his previous albums and
producers, on “Love and Theft” you had
the feeling that Dylan actually cared about
the electric guitar sound. When I first
heard that album one of the first things I
felt was it was the most quotable Dylan
album in years, and perhaps his most
autobiographical.
The following year when he started
playing piano again, my own feeling was
he’s going back to being the guy in the
band in high school.
8
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his own, with a twin fiddle attack to match
Haggard’s (Haggard plays fiddle in addition to guitar).
Elana didn’t last out the tour and the
sound of Dylan’s band to the dismay of
some of his fans began to change dramatically. This year Dylan recorded a new
album and then hit the road immediately.
The sound of the band was quieter with a
greater use of dynamics than any Dylan
band on the so-called Never Ending Tour,
if not any Dylan band period. At the initial
shows Dylan showed a renewed commitment to his singing.
When the cover of Modern Times
appeared, a friend emailed me and said,
‘Only he would call an album Modern Times
and put a 50-year-old car on the cover.’
Modern Times is a real Bob Dylan
album in every sense of the word. Like its
predecessor it borrows heavily from all
manner of sources from ancient poets to
ancient blues singers. It is dense, and dark
and deep and it takes its time in an instant
access world where people wear telephones and concentration is bombarded
by a constant stream of so-called information, where listening to music is now a
private, not a shared experience. A world
where the distractions, such as the news
ticker at the bottom of every news channel
are as imminent a threat as any terrorist,
serving only to confuse the latest war
report with the latest murder horror,
athletic outrage or minor kidnapping, so
it’s easy to miss or maybe avoid the latest
governmental or corporate menace but it’s
okay, put a warming oven in your bathroom to keep your towels hot after your
supersonic shower and some smiling

bimbo will tell you it’s okay and the world
is just a ducky place and the omnipresent
horrors are just another digital image. No
wonder Dylan chose the image of some
blurry film noir Chrysler vehicle careening
through the tilted Manhattan streets for
the cover.
So into this constantly blinking,
beeping, always noisy, interactive delusion,
comes Bob Dylan, wizened prophet of
long ago, part country preacher, part
gambler, part old time traveling medicine
show hawker con man, talking in some
long ago far away language so that when
some almost modern phrase such as recycling appears, it’s jarring.
Against a backdrop of lurking horror,
constant confrontation, constant violence,
constant almost offhand murder, constant
deceptions, deviations, detours and interruptions, some natural, most man-made;
some kind of way deep romance (‘Without
you there’s no meaning in anything I do’)
is going on, some kind of glimmer of
happiness yearning to shine bright in the
face of every conceivable obstacle.
Nothing is linear in this modern world.
It’s all mixed up and swimming around,
much like the toy eight ball I had as a kid,
where a different message would surface
each time you picked it up. Just about
every topic Dylan’s ever delved into, which
is everything is represented. Some are
hinted at, some lurk beneath the surface,
some clearly felt and just as clearly
expressed and some are fully realized.
Some lines you notice right away and
haunt you every time and some you notice
later and you wonder why you missed
them the first time.
9
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Someone once wrote about the
Basement Tapes, it was ‘music remembered.’ Modern Times in every way is music
remembered. Dylan can’t help but quote
from the old songs. They’re ingrained, a
part of him from the simplest folk song to
what he heard on the radio while growing
up, the words, the melodies, the sounds,
the styles, and for those who choose to
moan about this, most of the answers are
contained in the first song, with this not so
subtle reminder: ‘I did all I could, I did it
right there and then.’
The music for the most part is subtle.
It’s not about hot guitar solos, it’s about
textures, it’s about the blend of sound and
though it leaps backwards from the
opening Chuck Berry rocker to 40s and
50s pop and swing to blues and back with
touches of country, it has a cohesive sound
and feel. There are few notes if any that are

out of place and the guitar solos aren’t
necessarily meant to sting, they’re meant
to play a part.
Dylan has already said (like he did with
John Wesley Harding), ‘I’m not in the
songs’ which most likely is partially true.
The ‘I’ in ‘Thunder On The Mountain’
isn’t necessarily him, or could be him
some of the time, just like in ‘Tangled Up
in Blue,’ it could be a different woman in
every verse. Everything that is to happen
on the album is laid out on this song musically and lyrically. It’s easy to pass it off as
a Chuck Berry rewrite, though the
acoustic guitar moves it from St. Louis (or
was it Chicago) to Memphis, not to
mention Dyess, Arkansas or Tupelo,
Mississippi. Dylan learned long ago not to
make the foolish move of tying himself
down to any specific reference, but there’s
little doubt who and what he’s talking
about when he scolds,
‘Shame on your greed,
shame on your wicked
schemes.’
The infatuation on
‘Spirit on the Water,’
has never been more
clear and recalls every
post-sixties romantic
song Dylan wrote all at
once (‘Your sweet voice
calls out from some old
familiar shrine’), except
he’s always leaving
and she’s apparently
cheating when he’s not
around, and then of
course the punch line
slipped in near the end,
10
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about not being able to go back to paradise
because he killed a man back there, left
vague and mysterious on purpose.
The sleeplessness of this track is
continued to the next a rewrite of the
Muddy Waters version of ‘Rollin’ and
Tumblin.’ Dylan in an obvious ballsy move
makes it very obvious what he’s doing and
that he doesn’t care. He’s not doing
anything different than that just about
every blues singer has done, as they all had
no bones about saying they wrote songs
that were obviously passed down the line
and this extends to A.P. Carter and W.W.
Guthrie as well. Once you get deep into the
song, the tone changes, and the line, ‘I’ve
been conjuring up all these long dead
souls from their crumblin’ tombs’
acknowledges the song within the song.
These complaints barely surfaced when
Dylan used ‘Good Mornin’ Little
Schoolgirl’ to conjure up ‘Obviously Five
Believers.’ Perhaps more to the point an
experience remembered from the era
between John Wesley Harding and
Nashville Skyline. I’m in a huge apartment
on the edge of Harlem where music from
several rooms is emanating all the time,
and we had just finished listening to
Muddy Waters, when a friend says, ‘Yes
that is great, but these are my blues, and
puts Highway 61 Revisited on the
turntable.
‘When the Deal Goes Down’ is the
companion to ‘Spirit on the Water,’ and
makes Dylan’s feelings even clearer. One of
the most tender vocals he ever recorded
and one of the most careful, there’s a
sadness behind everything that is
inescapable. It’s in his voice and again he

seems to comment on what he’s singing, in
the lines, ‘I heard a deafening noise, I felt
transient joys/I know they’re not what
they seem.’
Dylan has always used blues songs as
kind of a breather in his album, especially
for shifting the change of focus, and the
rewrite of ‘Someday Baby,’ (another nod to
Muddy Waters) serves just that purpose,
and is also a chance for Donnie Herron to
show what he can do on slide guitar and
fiddle, making it clear they’re both slide
instruments. It also serves to set up as well
as off, the next song and a thematic shift in
the album’s lyrical direction.
‘Workingman’s Blues #2’ has one of the
most exquisite introductions to any song
Dylan has ever recorded. With Dylan’s
piano and Donnie Herron’s viola, it is
simply gorgeous. There is also a nod to
Merle Haggard’s ‘Workin’ Man Blues,’ in
the title, and the electric guitar somewhere
in the mix at the end of each chorus, but
this song is anything but the blues though
the person in the song more than has
them. Like ‘Mississippi’ on “Love and
Theft,” it serves as the song that sounds like
a Bob Dylan song. The irony of this song is
the person in the song isn’t working and
nothing for him is working, but what
Dylan does is get deep into the heart, soul
and thoughts of the unemployed, how it
feels to be totally beaten down by innumerable forces beyond your control. And
for those who would blithely dismiss this
songs as nonsense, I know more people
who lost their jobs and couldn’t get
another one during the first part of this
decade/century than at any other time in
my life, and most of these people were
11
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forced to take jobs paying far less than
what they were making and should be
making and far below their capabilities.
Welcome to the real USA.
‘Beyond the Horizon’ serves to give the
listener another break, with a Twilight
Zone rewrite of ‘Red Sails In The Sunset,’
but not really. The paradise setting is
deceptive, as it is dark and dreary, is ringed
with flame and fire, treacherous seas, lives
that have been spared and people praying
for souls.
‘Nettie Moore,’ perhaps the high point
of the album is one of the most
astounding tracks Dylan has recorded in
the past two decades. With a singularly
insistent, waiting, pacing heartbeat drumbeat, the songs moves through centuries
and subjects, back and forth through time,
through romance, through dreams, in a
world gone black, where praying in the
light, the singer wishes for darkness. At the
same time the mystical rambling joker of
“Love and Theft” briefly appears, but as
with much of the rest of this album, the
only force that diminishes grief is love.
The grief starts swinging in the face of
disaster on ‘The Levee’s Gonna Break,’
with a repeating guitar riff that is
ominous and deliberate. Like ‘Thunder
on the Mountain,’ it’s easy at first to
brush off as another blues song, and
again the lyrics wander from romance to

impending doom, but as each verse
progresses, the lyrics get darker, sometimes in the whole verse, sometimes in the
answer line. One of the few songs with
guitar solos, the guitars are hot, but the
sound is muted so they’re just another
part of the song.
The country gospel hymn, ‘Wayfaring
Stranger,’ performed by all kinds of singers
from Burl Ives to Bill Monroe to Johnny
Cash, as well as being the basis for one of
John Lee Hooker’s scariest tunes, ‘Don’t
Turn Me From Your Door,’ which in turn
was the inspiration for Van Morrison’s
‘Astral Weeks,’ sets the tone and the canvas
for ‘Ain’t Talkin’, a major work. Quoting
‘Wild Mountain Thyme,’ Dylan (or is it a
character) wanders into the mystic garden,
where he is immediately attacked and
finds out the mystic garden isn’t a garden
at all. The character in the song, using an
endless list of ancient songs, catalogs a list
of unspeakable horrors, but keeps
walking, keeps on anyway, until perhaps
back at the beginning of the song, he asks
a woman (who doesn’t answer) where the
gardener’s gone, and realizes he is at the
end of the world.
Using music rather words to speak, as
the song ends, the same way it started, it
suddenly resolves on a celestial major
chord perhaps signaling the shimmering
and shining light behind the horizon.
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MODERN
TIMES
by Mick Gold
Businessmen they drink my wine
Ploughmen dig my earth
None of them along the line
Know what any of it is worth
Exciting to be living in the midst of a Dylan Renaissance. Brilliant
Autobiography! Dylan’s first feature film since Renaldo & Clara! (same blend of
opaque narcissism and inspired oddness) Amazing radio shows! Never Ending
Tours! Documentary by esteemed auteur Martin Scorsese! And now a successful
trilogy of 3 good albums in a row. But how much is it really worth? I keep trying
to evaluate what this material means to me, relative to his brilliant output in the
mid 60s but it’s difficult. I’m 40 years older. Dylan’s 40 years older. Then he looked
like a ravishingly beautiful iconoclast. Now his image alternates between the
dodgy uncle in the corner, leafing through the catalogue of Victoria’s Secrets, and
everyone’s favourite grandpa – the keeper of the lexicon, the treasurer of ancient
songs and even older values.
It’s a clever title. Dylan ironically asserts he’s a modern song writer while
making you think of jerky black & white images of Charlie Chaplin, the prototype
of the 20th century mystery tramp, the little man doomed to be swallowed by the
mighty cogs and fast turning machinery of industrial capitalism. Ted Croner’s
blurred cover photo [Taxi Crossing Times Square, 1947-48] suggests the
modernism of Fritz Lang and film noir. Not very modern at all.
Michael Gray’s Bob Dylan Encyclopedia is a wonderful cornucopia of information, but it contains some disturbing discoveries. For me, the most disturbing is
on page 661. I discovered I don’t really appreciate Dylan. Gray writes: ‘anyone who
really [author’s italics] appreciates Dylan must see the true assessment is the other
way round’… i.e. “Love and Theft” is vastly superior to Time Out of Mind.
13
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I loved Time Out of Mind because it
sounded like he was saying things that
mattered to him, which was an important
part of why I fell for Dylan in the first
place. Whether it was existential angst
(‘It’s Alright Ma’), country corn (‘Tonight
I’ll Be Staying Here with You’) or lover’s
rage (‘Idiot Wind’), Dylan always sounded
like he meant it, as well as displaying
unparalleled virtuosity in how he meant it.
I found the dark vistas of ‘Not Dark Yet’
and ‘Tryin’ to Get to Heaven’ moving and
magnificent. The rhapsodic dementia of
the closing ‘Highlands’ was both funny
and startlingly original. I loved the rusty
opening track ‘Love Sick’: ‘I’m walkin’
through streets that are dead/I’m walkin’
with you in my head’. After umpteen
luurvve ballads from Dylan, this one
sounded arresting and original, wringing
pathos out of the punning title. It’s true,
folks, love can make you sick.
He prophesied with his pen. He
recorded his morbid meditation on
mortality, Time Out of Mind, in January
1997. In May, he was hospitalised with
histoplasmosis. He left hospital saying ‘I
really thought I’d be seeing Elvis soon.’ (In
the same way that Dylan first publicly
performed ‘A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall’ in
September 1962, a month before the
Cuban missile crisis erupted when JFK
made his televised address to the nation
on 22nd October.)
“Love and Theft” contains two
wonderful songs, ‘Mississippi’ and ‘High
Water’. Everything Michael Gray says
about it being an album of irrepressible
old age, folks confused in time and talking
compulsively about their relatives, is

true… but no matter how many times I
listen to it, I can’t get that interested in
their stories, and the sub Bing Crosby
crooning has me stuffing pillows on top of
my head.
Modern Times has a marvelous rockabilly opening. The infectious shuffle of
‘Thunder on the Mountain’ brings a smile
to my lips. I love ‘Gonna raise me an army,
some tough sons of bitches/I’ll recruit my
army from the orphanages’, it transports
me to the badlands of Uganda where children as young as 10 are kidnapped from
refugee camps and marched into battle. (I
feel genuine doubt about whether this is a
healthy response. I remember feeling
perplexed when Dylan sang his zanily
carefree ‘Mozambique’ in the mid 1970s,
when that country was the location of one
of the nastiest Cold War conflicts in
Africa.) Similarly the riff on ‘Rollin’ and
Tumblin’ just makes me want to boogie.
When you play Dylan’s version next to
Muddy Waters’ 1950 recording, Muddy
sounds like a frisky young buck; Dylan
sounds like an old codger who’s seen it all.
Scarcely surprising when you consider
their respective ages when they made these
recordings: Muddy was 35, Bob was 65.
But it upends all my preconceptions about
white boys ripping off the blues, an
ancient modality of black music. Even the
quality of Dylan’s singing on this album
made me smile when I read The Guardian
critic characterising his vocals as a “catarrhal death rattle”.
There are those who claim Bob Dylan
gave up writing songs many years ago and
has been replaced by a sophisticated software programme, in which the contents of
14
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7,500 pre-war blues recordings have been
downloaded into the Dylan database; an
infinite number of new Dylan songs can
be generated by random re-arrangements
of images and rhythmic structures. But
even at the peak of his mid 60s creativity,
there was a slightly random element in the
way in which Dylan’s extraordinary stream
of consciousness imagery settled into
song structures. Someone memorably
complained the best line in a Dylan song
was better than the best verse, and the best
verse was better than the whole song. I
didn’t agree, but occasionally I could see
what they were getting at.
I loved ‘Workingman’s Blues #2’ from
the moment I heard it. Of course as Dylan
sings ‘the buyin’ power of the proletariat’s
gone down/Money’s gettin’ shallow and
weak’, you can’t help wonder if he’s toying
callously with the affections of those still
waiting to hear him denounce Operation
Iraqi Freedom (and perhaps
denounce the Vietnam war
while he’s at it).
‘Sometimes no one
wants what we got/
Sometimes you can’t give it
away’ just gives me the irrational tingle of pleasure that
characterises Dylan’s best
work. The rhythm, the
imagery, the piano triplets,
the tune all seem to come
together effortlessly on this
song – there’s a fabulous
synthesis of dignity and
desolation in the lyrics. It’s
beautiful but what is it
about? I’ll try to explain

what the song suggests to me: it suggests a
response to a conundrum of modern existence we’re all familiar with. In objective
terms, most of us dwelling in the prosperous lands of Europe and the USA are
living longer, we’re more comfortable, eat
better food, and are we happier? Survey
after survey tells us people feel more insecure, more frightened, even as they’re
smothered in affluence and longevity.
Somehow this song speaks to me about this
paradox: even if you do work hard, you’re
not rewarded with any sense of worth. It’s
also an elegy for a working class that’s been
bent out of shape by globalisation and the
transformation of the manufacturing
sector into a service economy. My only
regret is I wish the fade-out would go on
for ever.
‘Nettie Moore’ is surprisingly gentle. I
love the bass drum and piano riff. ‘Ain’t
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Talkin’ sounds like Dylan’s saying something important, though paradoxically it
also sounds like he’s talking to himself. It’s
a close relative of ‘Highlands’, another
strange Alzheimer-tinged Walking Blues.
As he shuffles down the road, the song
combines a mystical sense of an absent
gardener, a heart burning with resentment
yet still resilient, with a blistering sense of
compulsion. A compulsion that keeps
pushing him through 100 shows a year,
and through this – his 31st studio album
There’s an elegiac quality to the music –
Dylan walking into the void with the
twilight glinting on iridescent shards of
other lyrics (Hand me down my walkin’
cane & Hog-eyed man) catching the last
rays of light – a plaintive fiddle and
elegant finger pickin’ guitarists hymning
him to his rest.
Those iridescent shards of other songs
bring us to what we have to call ‘a controversy’. It’s been alleged that Dylan has
plagiarised lyrics from Henry Timrod –
whom Alfred Lord Tennyson called The
Poet Laureate of the Confederacy! We all
read with amazement Dylan’s account in
Chronicles of immersing himself in the
New York Public Library to study the
newspapers of the Civil War. Well, the

Civil War has finally got him. Everyone
from Professor Ricks down has been
pontificating about the question of
‘borrowing within the folk process’. I
think the real issue is not Bob Dylan’s
‘borrowing’ but the nature of literary
criticism in the age of Google. People
seem to be feeding every Dylan line and
phrase into search engines and getting
weird and wonderful results. As the man
himself said, ‘Open your ears and you’re
influenced.’
As for the rest of the album, it all
sounds like varying grades of filler to me.
Slightly too haphazard lyrics. Dylan’s
crooning voice on ‘Beyond the Horizon’
and ‘When the Deal Goes Down’ still
sounds tragical-comical to my ears.
Though I’m ashamed to confess that when
I watched the music video for this latter
track – a scratchy 8mm ‘recovered
memory’ fantasy set in 1950s Minnesota
starring Scarlett Johansson in a dress
(http://www.sonybmg.com/musicbox/vid
eo/bobdylan/) – I could hear a sense of
fragility in the lyrics. Perhaps these songs
might be transformed by a Billy Joel cover
version? But hey, I’m a man who likes
Time Out of Mind. What do I really know
about what any of this is worth?
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You Take the Good, You Take the Bad:
Lending an Ear to an Old Man in These
Modern Times
by Kevin P. Davis

Somewhere in the rural Midwest (which consequently accounts for most of
the Midwest), Bob Dylan just finished playing his 7,354,283rd version of ‘All
Along the Watchtower’ at a minor league ballpark in a little town that likely has
fewer residents than Jay-Z has problems. The audience was probably crawling
with the same hordes that typically occupy vacancies at any rock legend’s concerts:
first, you’ve got the legions of nutjob fans who line up at six-thirty in the morning
and wait through ice storms and monsoons just in the interest of being viable
contenders in the mad dash to the front row that occurs immediately after security opens the gate; second, the awestruck teenagers who are seeing the maestro
for the first time and could care less whether he plays ‘All Along the Watchtower’
or ‘Little Bunny Foo Foo,’ just so long as they get to stand in the presence of The
Master and brag about it to all their hormonally raging friends in chemistry class
the next day; third, the PBR-swilling locals who maybe one time heard Johnny and
June sing ‘It Ain’t Me, Babe’ but are otherwise happy just to have somewhere to get
incoherently drunk on a Monday night; fourth, corporate personnel and their
trophy wives who wouldn’t know Bob Dylan from Bob Dole but were given free
tickets nonetheless and told it would be good for company morale to attend a
show with the beer-guzzling commonfolk mentioned above; fifth, the list goes on,
etc. etc.
Mr. Dylan has been puppeteering these events regularly for the past forty-four
years, pretty much nonstop for the past twenty, and I’d be willing to bet my
favorite pair of socks that, tomorrow night, Dylan will soldier onward to another
corner of America’s armpit, where he’ll perform his 7,354,284th version of ‘All
Along the Watchtower’ in front of a crowd remarkably similar in nature to the one
described above. Hell, I’d even bet my second favorite pair of socks that Willie
Nelson will be there too, probably stoned out of what’s left of his dope-bloated
hippie mind. If not Willie, Merle Haggard at least.
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Bearing all that in mind, it’s not difficult to understand the pervading theme of
Modern Times, the maestro’s latest studio
offering and his first in five years: Bob
Dylan is tired. And old. He’s come a long,
long way, given us years of music to listen
to, gossip to ponder, poetry to analyze, and
God knows what else, and what he needs
now is a place to lay down his weary tune,
and someone to make him hot chicken
noodle soup and listen intently and
without interruption as he complains ad
infinitum about a world gone to pot,
women who done wronged him, etc. And
we, as fans, pitiful and unworthy students
at the foot of the Almighty Bard, are
always glad – eager even – to lend a
sympathetic ear, hoping to find in his tales
if not the kind of ultimate enlightenment
that came from ‘Visions of Johanna’ and
‘Desolation Row,’ then at least a trace of
the kind of informed humanity that Dylan
delivers so uniquely, the kind that can be
found in, I don’t know, ‘Alberta’ or
‘Winterlude’ if you look hard enough. Or
in ‘Where Teardrops Fall’ if you listen on
headphones and crank it during the saxophone solo.
To be fair, though, the curmudgeon
moments on Modern Times really aren’t as
imposing as one may expect or hope for
from the senior citizen version of the guy
that wrote ‘Positively 4th Street.’ In fact,
having been an admirer of Dylan’s for
upwards of seven years now, a small part
of me thinks there might even be subtle
hints of what could possibly described as
fun running through the record, to say
nothing of the sluts, udder-suckling, and
Alicia Keys references that leap out just

when you think that ominous thunder on
the mountain is never going to shut the
hell up. But I’ve never been one to jump to
conclusions, so in the interest of
preserving that tradition, here are some
far less ambiguous facts about Modern
Times:
Indisputable Fact Number One: Bob
Dylan is still Bob Dylan, despite the limitations that time and smoking have placed
on his vocal cords, but unfortunately he is
currently playing with the single worst
ensemble of musicians of his entire fortyplus-year career. It’s my firm belief that
anyone who dissents from this viewpoint
is not only deaf but also completely delusional, as one look at these chumps should
be enough to turn anyone off to ever
seeing another live show again, nevermind
actually having to hear them play. As a
local musician said when we were
discussing the record for the first time:
‘The songs are fine, but the guys in the
band look like a bunch of my grandpa’s
friends.’
And unless your grandpa was friends
with Ralph Stanley, the Blind Boys of
Alabama, or cool old people like that, I’d
venture from experience – this and others
– that granddad’s pals aren’t always
equipped to provide best of aural backdrops. And indeed, even on the rousing
get-up numbers like ‘Rollin’ and Tumblin’,
this band plays as though they are
constantly trying to keep from waking the
baby, or worse yet, that they simply don’t
know how to play with any more drive, any
greater force, and over the course of ten
songs that mostly run between a minute to
two minutes too long, their flaccid, impo18
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tent, studio-pro lifelessness renders
Modern Times a horrendously flat album
musically. On the tunes where instrumental reservation stands as a potential
strength (softer songs like ‘Spirit on the
Water’ and ‘When the Deal Goes Down’),
the band merely serves as a sufficient backdrop for Dylan – which is to say, they’re
inconsequential. And while I’ll be the first
to agree with the statement that the only
person who matters on a Dylan record is
Dylan, I harbor a strong suspicion that
there’s no way any singer could deliver his
or her best vocals at the helm of a band
this lame, and as such the ultimate
problem with the band is not what they
themselves do, but what they could be
preventing Bob from doing. We’ll never
know of course, as all we’ve got is what
we’ve got, but if Dylan’s offhanded
comment about this being the best band
he’s ever had was anything other than him
taking the biggest load in the history of
popular culture, then the great jokerman
has truly lost his marbles.
Indisputable Fact Number Two: the
Recording Industry Association of
America ought to begin imposing a
$25,000-per-track fine on any major artist
who wishes to put a twelve-bar blues on a
record ($30,000 if said artist plans to
employ an electric guitar on his recording,
$100,000 if said artist is Kenny Wayne
Shepherd). This isn’t to say the twelve-bar
blues is a worthless musical form, or even
a dead one – it’s not, but perhaps some
financial type-one punishment would
make an artist like Bob Dylan think twice
before littering a ten-song record with
four twelve-bar blues ditties, two of which

are among the most forgettable Dylan
originals of the last twenty years, the other
two of which are enjoyable enough but
still complete retreads in every possible
way, made all the worse by the fact that
they’ve been forced underwater and
drowned by this wretched band of yokels.
‘Someday Baby’ and ‘The Levee’s Gonna
Break’ are Modern Times’s two most
tedious tracks, the latter of which has a
couple of decent Dylan vocal moments (‘I
pull you up from the gutter, and this is the
thanks I get?’) but mostly fumbles along
like bad blues-rock karaoke, the former of
which being about the most dull and
pointless song Dylan has written since ‘Til
I Fell in Love With You.’ Faring better are
‘Thunder on the Mountain,’ the LittleRichard-gone-grumpy swagger that opens
the record, and ‘Rollin’ and Tumblin’, the
Muddy-Waters-gone-even-grumpier
gallop that comes just a couple tracks later.
These songs succeed in that Dylan’s vocal
switch is at least turned on, though there’s
a part of me that suspects I only like these
two songs better because they come earlier
in the record, before I’ve grown bored of
the form.
The blues are undoubtedly as important of a part of American musical history
as anything else, and understanding that,
like “Love and Theft”, Modern Times is
designed to serve as something of a brief
buggy ride through the last hundred years
of our country’s music, their place on the
record is undeniable. But where the blues
on “Love and Theft” all seemed to have
identities unto themselves, mostly
rhythmic ones, on Modern Times they feel
insultingly like filler, bland and uninspired
19
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the name Bob Dylan would never even
come to mind, at least not in the same way
it would if these same artists were
covering, say, ‘Stuck Inside of Mobile with
the Memphis Blues Again.’ It feels and
sounds as old as the hills, from a bygone
era that can’t quite be placed, and I for one
am refreshed to hear Bob Dylan writing
songs that don’t sound like they’re cut
from his own cloth. I hope a thousand
artists cover it.
Almost as successful are ‘Spirit on the
Water’ and ‘Beyond the Horizon,’ the latter
of which took a while to warm up to, due
to some shrill and unpleasant high notes
that are pretty obviously not part of
Dylan’s current vocal range, but they exist
as part of something much nicer if you can
get past their aesthetic imperfection. Apart
from being a fan of jazz in general, these
songs engage me because of their overall
elusive nature in Dylan’s catalog – only ‘If
Dogs Run Free’ from 1970 and several
selections from “Love and Theft” exhibit
similar musical traits, and keeping that in
mind, the approach Dylan takes to these
songs seems like the freshest thing out
there for him at this point in time. Both
songs reveal a charming side of the singer
that shine in contrast to the doom and
gloom so pervasive throughout some of
the album’s remainder. ‘Spirit on the
Water’ in particular is pure bliss; it’s not
often we get to hear Dylan indulge at such
lengths about an object of affection, and
with such apparent sincerity. This is the
only song on the album where Bob sounds
truly happy; despite the fact that he
appears unable to obtain this woman, he
seems entranced enough with her to be

in the worst way, which to me is a bullet
far deeper in the head of artistry than is
the fact that ‘Ain’t Talkin’ was shamelessly
pilfered from Henry Timrod, or ‘Rollin’
and Tumblin’ from Muddy Waters. The AA-B lyrical format, the repetition of the
first line followed by the payoff line, is in
bad form here; it’s a style that typically
works best when your payoff line delivers
some sort of surprise, a rhyming twist,
something, otherwise it runs the risk of
being horribly anticlimactic. Here, the ‘A’
lines are often more interesting than the
‘B’ lines, and as a result, a song like ‘The
Levee’s Gonna Break’ just sounds like a
bunch of lines strewn together incompatibly, maybe or maybe not without a point,
but nonetheless with very little entertainment value.
But let not all this idle complaining
stand in the way the oodles of good things
to be said about Modern Times.
Indisputable Fact Number Three: ‘When
the Deal Goes Down’ is one of the best
‘songs’ Dylan has ever written, and I put
that word in quotation marks only
because I use it in the sense that it’s a timeless piece that might as well exist virtually
independently of its creator, so musically
correct that it just feels like one of those
songs that’s always been there. Peter Buck
of R.E.M. once said of ‘Losing My
Religion’ that he felt like it was this preexisting entity floating around in outer
space that he and his bandmates somehow
managed to lasso down and claim as their
own; I feel that way about ‘When the Deal
Goes Down.’ It could have been performed
by Hank Williams, Dean Martin, Aretha
Franklin, any given number of people, and
20
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able to achieve joy from just thinking
about her. ‘Spirit’ also features the album’s
best lyrical passage: ‘I’m as pale as a
ghost/Holding a blossom on a stem/You
ever seen a ghost?/No/but you have heard
of them.’ Everything I love about Bob
Dylan as a lyricist radiates from that
sequence of lines; it steals my heart away,
makes me crack a big ol’ smile, and leaves
me writhing with envy at his abilities with
a pen and paper. He sings these songs
beautifully; the voice is soft, melodic,
sincere, hanging on notes in all the effective places - the perfect application of a
phenomenal voice at its all-time thinnest.
The oddball numbers – ‘Workingman’s
Blues #2,’ ‘Nettie Moore,’ and ‘Ain’t Talkin’
– seem to be the ones being universally
hailed as the album’s standout moments,
in true Dylanalyst fashion, as these songs
are also the most lyrically bizarre, as well
as the most epic. In order of ascending
credibility: ‘Ain’t Talkin’ is the album’s
closer, and is to Modern Times what
‘Highlands’ was to Time Out of Mind –
which is to say, a mood piece where the
narrator spends an unprecedented
amount of time walking around thinking
about things. It’s also a classic example of
‘epic’ and ‘masterpiece’ being confused
with ‘really, really long,’ Dylan’s reputation
as rock’s poet laureate being what it is and
all. Arbitrary images spread across nine
minutes of world-weary complaining
aren’t exactly the things that legendary
sagas are made of, and despite its success
as a mood piece, there are anchors
attached to it that make render it as tiring
as it is inspiring. The bone-chilling creepiness of the narrator is the song’s strongest

point, his if-you-can’t-beat-’em-join-’em
acceptance of his own hypocrisy; he’s
quick to acknowledge those who will
‘jump on your misfortune when you’re
down,’ but not before pointing out that
he’ll slaughter his opponents where they
lie if he catches them sleeping.
‘Workingman’s Blues #2’ is almost the
colossal epic its pre-release-listening
critics made it out to be, complete with an
introduction that accounts for twelve of
the album’s sixty seconds of noteworthy
musical instrumentation. Its narrator is as
exhausted as the fellow in ‘Ain’t Talkin’, but
here he is less bleak and desensitized and
more sympathetic and melancholically
introspective:
I can see myself that the sun is sinking
How I wish you were here to see
The place I love best is a sweet memory
It’s a new path that we trod
My cruel weapons have been put on
the shelf
Come sit down on my knee
You are dearer to me than myself
As you yourself can see
The narrator here is nearly as
lovestruck as the singer of ‘Spirit on the
Water,’ but here it’s presented in the
context of a blue collar lament, a blight on
the song considering what we would
assume to be Dylan’s financial state of
affairs. Like Lennon imagining no possessions, a millionaire with workingman’s
woes can be difficult to take seriously, but
the sense of honesty running through the
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rest of the song places the working class
sorrows within a more authentic framework. The fact that the narrator’s life’s toil
may not be all that meaningful has
allowed him to observe the things that
really matter to him, especially in their
subtleties (sharing a sunset with a loved
one, his beloved sitting on his knee, a
simple memory of a place of yesteryear).
The song is only hindered by a few lame
couplets like ‘Some people never worked a
day in their life/Don’t know what work
even means,’ which may express true
enough sentiments but come across as
ineffective crankiness, very unwelcome in
a song this beautiful.
‘Nettie Moore’ is the album’s
whirlpool, a truly unique item in Dylan’s
discography, more spatial and airy than
anything else he’s done and just as
sincerely heart-rending. It perfectly
combines the best elements of ‘Ain’t
Talkin’ and ‘Workingman’s’ – like the
narrator of the former, the man telling this
story is a weary wanderer at the end of his
literal and metaphorical travels,
completely exhausted by an unpredictable
world of malice and supernatural forces
(‘Albert’s in the graveyard, Frankie’s
raising hell/I’m beginning to believe what
the scriptures tell’), and like the narrator
of ‘Workingman’s,’ his own sympathy tears

him apart, so much so that, even after each
of the four verses of impending doom as
signified by a thumping bass drum, he
ultimately always comes back around to
simply missing his beloved, who apparently is either dead or never coming home.
He states outright ‘I miss you, Nettie
Moore/And my happiness is o’er.’ As in,
gone forever. What environmental horror
could compare with that?
Modern Times ends with the narrator
of ‘Ain’t Talkin’ sitting ‘in the last
outback, at the world’s end,’ which, rather
than being an apocalypse reference, as so
many of the more eager scholars were
quick to tag it as, strikes me as a simple
description of desolation. Bob Dylan is
tired, and this character is not all that far
literally from the place Dylan finds
himself metaphorically, as a man just
having recently acquired his senior
citizen’s bus pass: he’s in an isolated place
off in the distance where he can relate
only to himself, all the friends he ever had
are mostly gone, and life remains as
uncertain at its end as it did at its beginning. But hey, at least he can still make
pretty decent albums, and that brings us
to Indisputable Fact Number Four: Bob
Dylan is still Bob Dylan, and despite his
shortcomings in whatever areas, Bob
Dylan still rules.
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Still Walkin’
in

Woody’s Shoes
by Robert Forryan

Modern Times reminds me of The Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan LP. Not that I think
the two albums are particularly similar, but in the literal sense that the recent CD
makes me think about the earlier LP, and of the distance travelled from one to the
other. Neither do I have odious comparisons in mind, although I do write as one
who is generally left cold by the work of 21st Century Dylan, and I wonder to
myself why that is. After all, he has the benefit of my low expectations – I know he
can never again be what he once was and I do not expect that of Dylan. I don’t
measure him against his past, only my own.
In any case, it would not be fair to judge his current ‘product’ against the finest
albums of the 1960s and 1970s, though I am sure there are those who do measure
it that way and draw a different conclusion from me. I even know people who
came to Dylan through Oh Mercy and don’t like any of his work from before 1989.
And who am I to judge Dylan? Except in one respect which is not do with his art
and is therefore, I think, legitimate prey – the issue of ‘product’. Has any Dylan
album ever been so assiduously marketed as Modern Times? The hype, the full
page adverts in the National press, the pre-release previews for a select few. Even
BBC’a Newsnight programme was allowed to play – what was it? 47 seconds of
‘Workingman’s Blues #2’? It all seemed to be with the aim of shifting as many
units of ‘product’ as possible. ‘And what is wrong with that?’ asks the apologist for
the consumer society, which in itself measures the miles travelled from The
Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan.
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If you remember, that earlier record
reached Number One in the UK with
almost no advertising, other than some
tiny stuff in the more specialised music
weeklies. It made it by word of mouth,
which is the best advertising possible. It
made it because it contained so many
great songs, but also because Dylan was
perceived as an authentic representative of
the counter culture, as the genuine article.
And because, as Patrick Humphries wrote
(in Oh No! Not Another Bob Dylan Book) it
caught the zeitgeist: ‘Although other
albums by dint of their nostalgic qualities
cause the listener to remember, rarely has
one album so effectively reflected the
times which produced it. Freewheelin’
spoke directly of the concerns of its audience and addressed them in a mature and
reflective manner. It mirrored the state of
the Nation…’ It was truly an album about
‘modern times’.
In some ways it seems as if “Love
and Theft” and Modern Times have
caught another zeitgeist, though probably one that is more musical than
political, and definitely nostalgic.
Leaving aside the imminence of death –
a concern which you might think
should be all-consuming.
Modern Times does not deal with the
concerns of its audience. If I understand
the lyrics, which again I find difficult to
hear, it deals with an old man’s fascination with the past, with history, and with
outdated musical forms. It also, as did
“Love and Theft”, possesses a tacky sexual
yearning, as in the reference to Alicia
Keys. When a young man sings about
Sophia Loren and Anita Eckberg it feels

natural, but when an old man sings
about a young woman it just feels
uncomfortable.
In 1964 we could and did laugh at the
idea that sales – or money – mattered. We
knew that popularity was no guarantor of
artistic quality and there was little
rejoicing over the chart success of The
Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan. We knew, because
Dylan told us – but we knew anyway, that
all the money you made could never buy
back your soul. It is tempting to ask
whether it is easier for a camel to pass
through the eye of a needle than for a rich
man to enter the kingdom of heaven? And
if so, whither rich ol’ Bob? Or do all of us
lose our souls as we age? Just when we
need them most.
A non-Dylan friend commented
recently on the sales success of Modern
Times. He attributed it as a reaction
against the shallowness of modern
culture, of modern times. He saw it as a
reaching out for a perceived authenticity,
whether that authenticity was real or not.
In 1964 we knew all about that. We knew
that modern music was phoney:
Turned on my record player –
It was Rock-A-Day Johnny singin’
‘Tell Your Ma, Tell Your Pa,
Our Loves Are Gonna Grow Ooh-wah,
Ooh-wah’
And we knew that Dylan was real. On
the LP sleeve of Freewheelin’ we could read
the mythical cowboy singer, Harry
Jackson, telling us about Dylan: ‘He’s so
goddamned real, it’s unbelievable’. We
didn’t know, then, how true that was, or in
what way it was true.
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The authenticity that we hear on
Modern Times and on “Love and Theft” is
just as real as that heard in 1963. It’s just
different that’s all. One paradox is that the
rockabilly form parodied then is now
accepted and almost revelled in. But, like
the blues, rockabilly has a limited and
limiting musical structure. It is restricted,
reactionary – it doesn’t go anywhere.
When you think of the great Dylan songs
they soar above and beyond such styles. I
am reluctant to give song titles because of
the opinionated nature of the Dylan readership, but most people would accept
‘Visions of Johanna’ and ‘Mr. Tambourine
Man’ as examples of Dylan’s greatest art.
Even the immanent ‘Blind Willie McTell’
escapes its blues roots. As does
‘Workingman’s Blues #2’. But the rockabilly tracks on ‘Modern Times’ are just
rockabilly.
I always liked ‘Bob Dylan’s Dream’.
That felt authentic – felt as if Dylan
already knew how it would feel to be 60 or
65. Except that then, in 1963 and 1964, it
did seem easy to tell black from white and
was all that easy to tell wrong from right.
And we were on one road that would never
shatter or split. Well, he certainly has ten
thousand dollars – I wonder what he
would give now, as he rides on so many
metaphorical trains? Because that is where
he is and it’s not anywhere that I expected
him to arrive.
I should have guessed that he might
though. In Robert Shelton’s biography
there is a quote from John Hammond on
the making of The Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan.
He said ‘(Albert) Grossman’s first idea was
to combine Dylan with a Dixieland band’.

You have to hand it to Albert, he was a
dreamer of dreams, and his dream has
come true. He must be laughing his wavylocked head off somewhere beyond the
horizon.
When you listen to Dylan talking on
his radio show he sounds like a Dixie
minstrel. He’s inhabited the part, just like
he once put on Woody’s bones. Shelton
also quotes Harvey Abrams: ‘He was the
people he identified with, especially
Guthrie… people who didn’t know Bob
very well were repelled or angered by the
change in him, because they thought he
was phoney or he was making a dollar’.
In a way he’s still walking in Woody’s
shoes:
he was the last idol
because he was the first idol
I’d ever met
that taught me
face t’ face
that men are men
shatterin’ even himself
as an idol
11 Outlined Epitaphs
It’s a question of taste not judgement.
You may like Modern Times and that is
your prerogative. I don’t say that it is a bad
record. I didn’t like “Love and Theft” and I
don’t like this. It is a matter of taste. Many
of the people who now like Dylan’s two
most recent studio albums did not like the
earlier records which mean so much to
me. Logically then, we have different
tastes. It is not surprising if I do not like
Modern Times.
There are two tracks for which I might
make an exception, but it is too early to be
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sure. ‘Workingman’s Blues #2’ is something that quickly insinuates itself into
your consciousness; perhaps too quickly.
Can anything that is so instantly attractive
survive in the long run? It has a surface
beauty but I am not sure how deep that
runs. There is something about it that
seems manipulative, as if its author knows
what buttons to push. So I like it now, but
I am wary of it, not being sure that I
entirely trust its intentions. It has too
much charm to be completely honest.
The other is ‘Nettie Moore’, mainly
because I like the chorus, which sounds as
if it came straight out of the 1992
Bromberg sessions. I suspect this song will
prove to have the greater staying power.
It seems that many had hopes for ‘Ain’t
Talkin’, which to me sounds like a reprise
of ‘Love Sick’ and doesn’t push any of my
buttons. The rockabilly songs I can take or
leave, but mostly leave – though I guess
there has to be some filler on an album.
And so we come to the three ‘crooner ‘
songs: ‘Spirit on the Water’, ‘When the
Deal Goes Down’ and ‘Beyond the
Horizon’.
In the mid-1960s, in the years immediately following ‘The Freewheelin’ Bob
Dylan’, there was an explosion of folk

clubs across England. They sprang up all
over the place, often in the upstairs
rooms of public houses on a Friday or
Sunday evening. They were filled with
young people, mostly male and middle
class, seeking authenticity. I was with
them. But the real folk music of the
period, in the sense of being the people’s
music and of those particular modern
times, took place elsewhere, and sometimes, because the beer was cheaper and
you could stay later, I would go there
instead. These were the Working Men’s
Clubs of Nuneaton, and there were many
such. And the Workingman’s Blues of
those times was much like what you hear
on ‘Beyond the Horizon’. It was
performed by what were often introduced as musical combos – boring
middle-aged men in suits doing their
versions of songs recorded in the 1930s
and 40s by the likes of Al Bowley, Bing
Crosby, Arthur Tracy; maudlin, lifeless
songs. Songs like ‘Spirit on the Water’ but
with less lyrical sense. It was cheap sentimentality, but it had a kind of authenticity. It went with beer-sodden Formica
table tops and fag ash. It was a million
miles from Freewheelin. And so is Modern
Times. Another idol shatters.
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An Ultra-Wonderful
Modern Times

by Robert Levinson

I like Bob’s music, so do you.
I put on Bob’s music every day, so do
you, usually at the first opportunity,
maybe you do that too.
So, usually, as I’m heading out to the
car in the morning to go to work, or if I am
off for some exercise on my bike with my
CD player, or if I am out for a walk with
Dylan and Sophie while wired to my iPod,
I’m thinking, ‘What Bob do I want to hear?
What am I in the mood for, what will
either help me, soothe me, delight me or
get me rolling?’ Nowadays I don’t ask those
questions as much as I used to, I just put
on Modern Times and have a ball.
I love the music, it is so rich and full and
open, it has several long, long introductions,
some slow sweet-sweet-sweet endings, a lot
of strong guitar riffs and a number of elaborate symphonic quality orchestrations.
Modern Times will enable you to submerge
yourself into a sound unlike any other
Dylan album you’ve ever heard. I love the
words too, but I didn’t need to tell you that,
and, I don’t care where this album fits into
the great list in the sky, I just love it, in a very
simple, (w)holistic, complete-entity kind of
way. I hope you do too.
I’ve been watching and listening to Bob
since 1961 when I first saw him in the
Village, I’ve seen and heard it all. In
person, on record (45 rpm and LP, Official
releases and The Great White Wonder), on
8-Track tapes and cassettes, on CDs, on

film and on DVD. That said, right now, he
is, once again, at the top of his game. Why?
Because, once again, Bob’s messed with the
rules, maybe he’s even changed the game,
who cares? Modern Times is the product of
those changes. Would you want Bob to be
any other way? I doubt it.
OK, first off, none of the music on the
album is original. Bob stole it all, none of it
is his, he should get no credit for anything
on the record and he should take all his
royalties and split them among Ovid, The
Bible, Timrod and that Japanese writer
who didn’t get a dime from all the stuff
Bob stole for “Love and Theft”. Does that
make any sense to you, does it make you
feel any better? Of course it doesn’t. All of
the songs on Modern Times are Bob’s, you
know that, I know that, everybody knows
that, even though portions, words, ideas
and melodies have been taken from other
sources. Do those songs exist elsewhere, no,
so let’s put this crap behind us.
Second, Modern Times is not part of a
Time Out of Mind/ “Love and Theft”/
Modern Times Trilogy, forget that too. I’ve
just spent several days listening closely to
those three excellent records and have
decided the following:
Modern Times is part of a 45 record,
forty year journey that Bob’s been taking to
address the same basic, essential,
inscrutable foundational themes that every
artist has been dealing with since the begin27
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ning of time, so, lets not waste our time
with trivia and lets explore those themes,
the themes that Bob, and the authors of the
Bible, and Hank Williams and Ray Charles
and Chuck Berry have been exploring since
recorded history began.
God – ‘Thunder on the Mountain,’
‘Spirit on the Water,’ just look at those
song titles. What did Moses hear thru the
burning bush, what did he hear on Sinai?
How was God moving around this earth as
He was creating it, He was the Spirit on the
Water. Bob likes God, he invokes his name
in song very early on in his writing career,
listen to ‘Let Me Die in My Footsteps.’ Bob
trusts God, he’s placed his faith in God, as
well as in a couple of religions. Listen to
the lyrics on Modern Times, Bob comes
back to reverential themes about God
throughout this album, listen to them,
they’re really great to hear, they’ll inspire.
Love – Bob really thinks love is a very
cool thing (The Art of Love, Singing Love’s
Praises), he should, it is. He has always
written fantastic love songs, take a listen to
the very early ‘Tomorrow is a Long Time.’
Real Dylan fans know this, they live it, and
there are a couple of real good ones on
MT, the album won’t disappoint you in
this realm. ‘Spirit on the Water’ is the first
one you’ll hear, ‘I keep thinking about you
baby, I can’t hardly sleep,’ use this song the
next time you want to impress someone
you love, it’ll work. ‘When the Deal Goes
Down,’ while I like it less, sends the same
message, ‘I’ll be with you when the deal
goes down’ as do ‘Beyond the Horizon’
and ‘The Levee’s Gonna Break.’ If you’re in
love, or just like love songs, this album’s
for you.

Relationships – Bob, at least in song,
seems to have a bit of a problem when it
comes to smoothly navigating the day-today, nuts-and-bolts elements of a
successful relationship, but why should he
be different than the rest of us? Though
he’s often in love, and very often energetically lusting after some woman, things
often go badly, so, he tells her, and us, all
about it, as often as he can. Put on ‘All
Over You,’ from the early years, check out
‘Rollin’ and Tumblin’ from 2006, it’s woe
stretched out over a lifetime.
I could go on and on and on with some
more specifics about the songs but I won’t,
listen to them, listen to the songs, do what Bob
does,‘I trust the music,’ so trust it, go there.
Bob visits a great many other worthwhile and valuable themes in Modern
Times, themes that he’s visited before,
themes like America’s arduous journey
from the country to the city, the need for
everyone to stand strong in the face of
criticism, the limitless power of ‘truth,’ the
importance of one’s parents, the false
claim that he’s over the hill, the reality that
things aren’t as clear as they ought to be
and that people have had their backs
pushed to the wall by people richer and
more powerful than them. He’s looked at
these things before, but never thorough
the eyes of a sixty-five year old, that’s his
current gift to us.
Feel blessed that he’s still around to
write the fantastic songs we get to hear on
Modern Times as well as the fact that we’re
still around to hear them, and watch him
perform them live and in person. Buy the
CD, go to the concert, these times ain’t
going to be around forever.
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by Nick Hawthorne

‘Half of the people can be part right all of the time,
Some of the people can be all right part of the time,
But all of the people can’t be all right all of the time.
I think Abraham Lincoln said that.
“I’ll let you be in my dreams if I can be in yours.”
I said that.’
Bob Dylan, 1962
“Everything I thought right has been proven wrong, I’ll be driftin’ along”
Bob Dylan, 2006
It doesn’t seem right for any article in these final editions of Judas! to not make
reference to its passing. I don’t think it has sunk in yet that, very soon, there will
be Judas! no more. Since Judas! has been in existence, I have had the great fortune
of having a few articles published, for the first time in my case. The period of
Judas’s existence also, rather ironically, coincided with something of a crisis in my
appreciation of, and reaction to, Bob Dylan. That may be hard to tell from the
things I wrote as I wrote about both past and present with enthusiasm and tried
to keep the negative thoughts from the articles. But as things went on, the less
inclined I was to put pen to paper, or finger to keyboard. As I perceived an ever
increasing tail off in Dylan’s live performance, the more depressed and irritated I
became by it all. I suppose people are right when they say that that is selfish but I
was struggling to come to terms with the fact that this man, who had dominated
my life in terms of cultural impact, was never going to thrill me from the stage
again. That had finally dawned on me following those marvellous concerts in
London at the end of 2003. Every show I attend after that was horribly dull. Of
course, I, like many us no doubt, am surrounded by hundreds, if not thousands,
of CDs, videos and DVDs of magical music that will never be destroyed as long as
I live. Still, none of that can ever match the thrill of being there, in the same space
as Bob Dylan, with him finding something in the performance of a song that just
reaches into your very being, grabs whatever is left of your heart and soul, and
gives it a tight squeeze. I last felt that thrill at Brixton Academy in 2003. I am not
sure if I will ever experience that again.
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wouldn’t bend and my expectations were
so low that anything half-way to average
would have me swinging from the proverbial chandelier?
And as can be the way in the Dylan
community, I had the chance to hear the
album a little while before it was released,
and as is the way with me, I couldn’t resist.
Only it didn’t come as a whole package, it
dripped through song by song, and the
first song that leaked happened to be the
first song of the album, ‘Thunder on the
Mountain’. And of course it confirmed
everything I feared and more. Weak, feeble
singing, backed by lame uninspired music.
That was it, this album was going to be the
dud I feared and worse and my own crisis
would continue. Hell, I am only 31 and
almost every performer I admire is either
dead or over 50, if not 60. What am I going
to do in ten or twenty years time – will
everything be memories and nostalgia for
me only? Who will I got to see live? What
new music will I buy when I am 40, 50, 60
years old? A pretty grim thought when I
think what live performance and new
music has brought me since I was 17.
Then, suddenly, out of the blue, a
remarkable thing happened. The first leaks
from a Bob Dylan studio session from
which something was officially released
since Oh Mercy and the first altogether
since the Bromberg sessions in 1993
appeared. That was the good news, the
slightly ironic bad news was that the
session was the one that produced ‘Tell Ol’
Bill’, and the leak contained 12 more
versions of that pitiful song. Just what the
world didn’t need. Someone needed to tell
o’ Bob that this song wasn’t worth a damn.
And then I listened. The ‘Tell Ol’ Bill’

A nadir amongst nadirs was the release
of the pitiful ‘Tell Ol’ Bill’, a song so utterly
feeble and dreadful that I even lost my
belief that the studio could provide an
environment for Bob to overcome the
shortcomings that beset him in concert
and at least give me that once removed
magic on disc. The song sounded nothing
like the Dylan that could send shivers all
over me, never mind just down my spine.
His music, always so alive and breathing,
here was like something from a Disney
soundtrack. His vocal, often so full of
colour and life – a thousand voices in one,
here was so feeble and distant and without
any substance that it could have been a
ghost singing. The lyric just passed me by
as I couldn’t see anything beyond that
music and vocal combination. That was
me done with ‘Tell Ol’ Bill’ thank you very
much, over and out.
So my hopes rested precariously on
Modern Times. A hell a lot of expectation
to put on an album by a man who owes
none of us a thing, releasing his 45th
album as he enters the twilight years of his
life, never mind his career. Totally unfair
on my part, but life isn’t fair is it? I tried to
pretend it didn’t matter – if it was a dud
then I would have those thousands of CDs
from the late fifties to 2003 to keep me
company for the next fifty years. But, try as
I might, I was nervous. His voice was shot,
his current band the worst he has ever
assembled (whatever he might say!), his
ear for creative performance and song in
serious question. His last song, ‘Tell Ol’
Bill’, was useless, how could Modern Times
be anything but another dreadful disappointment? On the other hand, maybe I
had reached a point where the willow
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session is a revelation. Not only does it
contain 12 versions of ‘Tell Ol’ Bill’ that are
all superior to the released take, it contains
two total re-workings of the song that just
rocked me back in my chair and made me
take notice, slack-jawed at what I was
hearing. The recording takes us where we
would all love to be, making us the proverbial fly on the wall of the recording studio.
What a dream. And as such, you get to
hear all the between take chat, Dylan
directing and talking to the band,
explaining what he is looking and
searching for. It takes us to the heart of his
recording art, regardless of the song, and
shows how he goes about recording a
song, shaping it, working on it, searching
for that gem within it. On one take, he
slows the song right down to a stately
stomp, not unlike ‘It Takes a Lot to Laugh
It Takes a Train to Cry’. Dylan is in great
vocal form, the best I had heard for such a
long time, on or off stage, and the band,
rather than sounding like a Disney soundtrack group, sounded like a band, a little
rougher and with more swagger and style.
And suddenly, a lyric I taken no notice of
was leaping out of the speakers. Another
take sees Dylan totally reinvent the song,
putting it in a minor key and changing the
melody completely, Dylan delivers one of
the finest vocals and performances I have
heard for some years. And the best thing
about it is you are listening to a live vocal.
‘Cross the Green Mountain’ had a great
vocal, but how many takes were stitched
together to get it? How much trickery used
to get him to sound that way? The way he
thinks round the song and then produces
this stunning take broke through so much
of the negativity that had built up in me

for the past few years. Shattered it totally.
Now I was ready for Modern Times. My
ears were ready to listen.
When the rest of the Modern Times
songs came through and I had the proper
album it my hands, I played it from the
first song (the terrible ‘Thunder…’) to the
last. And then I played it again. And then
again. And again I listened. Properly.
Modern Times is a very good album,
with almost as much of the magic and
mystery as both of the very good albums
that preceded it. It may not have any songs
to match the great four of Time Out of
Mind, or the verve and humour of “Love
and Theft” but it has some things all of it
own. One of the fears I had for Modern
Times was that it would be a re-tread of
“Love and Theft” which, coming five years
later, would have smacked of an artist who
has spent his career confounding, reinventing and moving, settling for something less creative. So the fact that Modern
Times sounded like nothing else Dylan has
recorded came as a welcome relief. In
amongst all of the good minor Bob Dylan
albums, those outside of the great five of
Bringing It All Back Home, Highway 61
Revisited, Blonde on Blonde, John Wesley
Harding and Blood on the Tracks, Modern
Times can sit comfortably with Oh Mercy,
Street-Legal, Planet Waves, Saved et al.
One of the first things that dawned on
me was that I was wrong about ‘Thunder
on the Mountain’, which again was
welcome because it is no bad thing to be
proved wrong every now and again.
Prevents you becoming smug and self
satisfied and I have never been one to shy
away from admitting that I was wrong!
One of the wisest things I ever learnt, and
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Everything from melodies, to titles, to
lines and chunks of text have been lifted
from other sources and stitched together
by Dylan to form something new and,
dare I say it, original. Lines from the Bible,
poems by Henry Timrod and lyrics from
blues and folk songs are all used by Dylan.
Again, as with “Love and Theft”, and, to a
lesser extent, Time Out of Mind, none of
this has been done by Dylan on the sly.
There has been no attempt to disguise
what he has done and I am not going to
get into the ‘when is plagiarism, plagiarism’ debate here, other than to say that I
have no problem with Dylan doing this, I
believe he uses his own creativity and
vision to blend all these different sources
into what we hear on the album, but I do
believe that in some instances it would be
honourable to credit the more direct
sources when they are used.
So Modern Times is part cover album in
that sense, a collage in the way “Love and
Theft” was. Borrowed lines and melodies
from all over channelled through Dylan’s
own artistic vision into something both old
and new at the same time. Two of the songs
on it, ‘Rollin’ and Tumblin’ and ‘Someday
Baby’ are more covers than the other songs,
taking titles, lines and melodies from blues
songs recorded by a variety of artists, but
maybe most directly associated with
Muddy Waters. To credit these songs as Bob
Dylan originals is stretching the point of
ownership to its limit.
‘Spirit on the Water’ is one of the real
highpoints of this album, an utterly
charming and delightful song, with more
lines taken from Genesis to add to the
creation theme. The song is again unlike
anything Dylan has recorded previously,

from a fellow Dylan fan too, was that you
should never close the book, never think
you have learnt it all, and never think that
you couldn’t change your mind. ‘Thunder
on the Mountain’ is not a brilliant Dylan
track by any stretch, but it is not a bad
song and it works very well as the opening
track of this particular album, far better
that ‘Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum’
opened “Love and Theft”. It is a better song
than that too. ‘Thunder’ begins with a
purposeful drawing back of the curtains, a
‘Ta-da!’ in musical terms. Crashing chords
signal the opening of, not just this song,
but this collection of songs, this album
and the pauses between them give time to
take this opening, this creation, on board,
before the band kicks into gear and we are
off and underway, Dylan getting down to
business by rattling off the lyric in rapid
fashion. One of the unfortunate things
about this song is that the gear the band
kicked into was a fairly sedate third, when
the song could have benefited with a foot
on the floor fifth. We ease into the album
when we could have done with kicking the
door in. The other thing that stops the
song being a real belter is Dylan’s vocal
which, on an album blessed with surprisingly good vocals from Dylan, is one of the
least clear. But the song does move, does
get down to business and that ‘creation’
opening signals a theme that seems to run
throughout this album.
Many reading this will be aware that
this album has seen the reappearance of
the ‘love and theft’ debate, as lots and lots
of things on Modern Times, both words,
melody and arrangement are borrowed
(or stolen, depending on which side of the
fence you sit on) from a variety of sources.
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taking the ‘standard’ form that he has
employed recently (his biggest dip into
this form on record since Nashville
Skyline) and making something totally
unique from it. The song rolls along with a
gorgeous vocal from Dylan and ends with
the only harmonica solo on the album,
and Dylan’s first harp solo on record since
‘Tryin’ to Get to Heaven’ on Time Out of
Mind almost ten years ago. The harmonica
solo is reminiscent of his harmonica work
on Infidels and fits the song like a glove.
The high quality continues through the
aforementioned ‘Rollin’ and Tumblin’,
which is given the required zip that
‘Thunder on the Mountain’ was missing,
and the sentimental lament ‘When the
Deal Goes Down’, which is another real
highpoint. ‘When the Deal Goes Down’
harkens back to songs like ‘Every Grain of
Sand’ and ‘I’ll Remember You’ and whilst
not on the same level as the former it is
superior to the latter. Dylan again applies a
perfect vocal to the (much borrowed from
Timrod) lyric. The song works on many
levels – what is the ‘deal’ here? Life? Death?
Illness? Judgement? And who is the ‘you’
that Dylan is addressing? A lover? A dear
friend? Alive or Dead? Christ?
Those questions are all over Modern
Times. The title is of course typically
deceptive as the album seems to exist in
anything but current times. Instead it
appears to be about ancient things, yet also
looks to life beyond death, beyond judgement, where eternal happiness and love
may wait.
‘Someday Baby’ sounds like blues-bynumbers and somehow incongruous on
this album. The aural fuzz of the music and
high tightness of Dylan’s vocal are perfectly

fine, but it interrupts the flow established
by those first four songs. Song 6 is the
centrepiece and a one sure to split Dylan
fans a little (and it is not the only song on
Modern Times that will do that!).
‘Workingman’s Blues #2’ is a poke in the eye
for all the plagiarist callers. The song title
purposely alludes to ‘Workin’ Man Blues’, a
song by Merle Haggard, and a title used for
several blues songs going back for decades.
The song makes a bold and deliberate pitch
for greatness, which is why it will divide
fans. Again unlike any other Dylan song I
can recall, it sets itself up as a great song,
confident in itself. To some this will sound
a little phoney, to others it will sound like
the masterpiece it proclaims itself to be. I
find myself in the latter camp. Musically it
opens Modern Times up from its tight coil
of blues and slower standards. It has a
melody and approach of a straight rock
ballad, which makes it very unusual in
recent Dylan times. Most melodies are
blues, jazzy/standard or country in nature.
This is not. The piano introduces the song
which has punchy verses and an even
punchier chorus:
Meet at the bottom, don’t lag behind
Bring me my boots and shoes
You can hang back or fight your best
on the front line
Sing a little bit of these workingman’s
blues
Now, most of that is borrowed as well,
but Dylan sings it each time with a
passionate belief and noble conviction
that transcends any hint of forced stoicism
or phoney greatness that may have
lingered. And the song uses pop hooks and
builds with a driving force to its dramatic
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Some people never work a day in their
lives

‘Tell Ol’ Bill’ and in fact, despite its greatness, it does seem a little out of place on
the album, both in sound, structure and
lyrical content. The next song may well be
the central point thematically of Modern
Times, if not the key then certainly a large
part of the solution to the riddle. And
ironically, all that is not wrapped up in a
song on the scale of ‘Workingman’s Blues
#2’, but in a rather slight and musically
weak ‘standard’, which is a shame and to
the albums detriment. ‘Beyond the
Horizon’ is a song that contains the crux of
this dark, strangely gothic album. The
images of life and death and love in both
dominate and again are multi-layered, but
the song itself does not stand up to
repeated listening.
This takes us into one of the most
curious and rewarding songs of Dylan’s
career, ‘Nettie Moore’. The title is taken
from an old folk song of the same name, as
is half of the chorus lyric. The song is a
true oddity, another that may split Dylan
fans. It weds the style of the standard
present in the gorgeous chorus, to strange
verses set to an insistent and dull drum
thump. Lines seem to have no linear
narrative to them at all, as is the case with
most of the album, lines taken from
various sources put together to form a
bewildering onslaught of time and place
and personnel. The chorus of:

is to hear a man who still has the vocal power
to get his audience in the palm of his hand.
Ditto the way he sings ‘chance’ in ‘gonna give
you another chance’. Glorious stuff.
The song seems to have much in
common with recent non album songs
such as ‘Cross the Green Mountain’ and

Oh, I miss you Nettie Moore
And my happiness is o’er
Winters gone, the river’s on the rise
I loved you then and ever shall
But there’s no one here that’s left to tell
The world has gone black before my
eyes

conclusion, with a final verse and pay off
as memorable as any Dylan has produced
in recent years:
Now I’m down on my luck and I’m
black and blue
Gonna give you another chance
I’m all alone and I’m expecting you
To lead me off in a cheerful dance
Got a brand new suit and a brand
new wife
I can live on rice and beans
Some people never work a day in their
life
Don’t know what work even means
That wonderful verse leads into a
defiant final reading of the chorus that
sends shivers from the heart to the head
and then straight down the spine. This
song has been deliberately crafted to
have that effect, and you will either feel
manipulated or will submit totally to its
power. It is a major composition and
stands as probably the single greatest
peak of Modern Times, a song to
measure alongside recent great songs
such as ‘Mississippi’, ‘Cross the Green
Mountain’, ‘Standing in the Doorway’
and ‘Not Dark Yet’. To hear Dylan spit
out the word ‘day’ in the penultimate
line of that last verse:
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is heartbreakingly beautiful and wonderfully sung every time, sending thoughts
rushing to the loss experienced in songs
such as ‘Delia’ and ‘Kaatskill Serenade’. The
use of the word ‘o’er’, which again is
repeated at other points on the album,
again is at odds with the album’s title, and
contributes to the old fashioned feeling of
the album. The song’s verses are almost
dreamlike in the confusion they throw up, a
notion that appears elsewhere on the album
(a little more on that later on…)
The penultimate track is another that
seems a little by-numbers. Another blues
(groan), ‘The Levee’s Gonna Break’ seems
as old as the hills and ghosts by without
leaving too much impression. It is, like
‘Someday Baby’ before it, both well sung
and competently played, but is not likely
to make much impression in the Dylan
songbook as a whole, unlike the final song
of the ten in this collection, ‘Ain’t Talkin’.
This is yet another Modern Times song that
will split the Dylan fan base, which again,
is no bad thing. The song will split people
for the same reason as ‘Workingman’s
Blues #2’ in that it makes a blatant stake as
a ‘great’ song. It is lengthy, mysterious,
again unlike anything else on this album,
or many other songs before it. This song
takes the listener straight to Oh Mercy in
1989. It has that feel to it, vocally, musically and lyrically. Vocally, Dylan sounds
years younger. Modern Times has so many
different Dylan vocals on it, and none of
them are the mostly dreadful live vocals
that he has been subjecting audiences to
for a few years now. ‘Ain’t Talkin’ opens
with the best music of the album so far,
and for the first time this very average
group of musicians sounds interesting,

something akin to the wonderful Bad
Seeds of Nick Cave fame. The music creeps
in, very spooky, very dark, very gothic –
the violin, neither playing sweetly nor
wailing away, here sweeps and swoons,
looking over its shoulder. The music actually creates a landscape; it unfurls it like a
carpet for Dylan to walk upon. And he
does so brilliantly, walking through the
song, through the landscape, across the
carpet towards something in the distance.
The narrator of the song seems to be travelling through an ancient landscape,
growling through lines that throw reference light all over the rest of the album,
again with borrowed lines and biblical
imagery that add to the enigma of the
overall collection. Either that or he is so far
in the future that it resembles ancient
times gone by, a time when everything
people thought was right had been proven
wrong and all the facts had been proven to
be lies. Dylan has been warning us about
things not being what they seem for years
– up is down and down is up and facts are
lies and right is wrong and wrong is right.
And the song and the album end on a
musical note that lifts the entire collection
to another level, with just a few notes. As the
narrator completes his troubled, defiant and
fascinating tale, or as much of it as he is
willing to tell for now, the music comes back
to the fore. Throughout the song the music
has been winding itself around the vocal like
a vine, deliciously sinister. To play the song
out, the music runs through its progression,
just as it did at the beginning of the song.
The song is heading for a satisfying and
expected conclusion, but it has a surprise in
store. It ends on a final chord, or what the
listener thinks is the final chord. Dark,
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gloomy, not much hope here, creation and
life after death and eternal happiness seem
as much out of the reach of the singer as
they did earlier in the album. More so even.
But then the minor chord rolls away, pauses
and a final major chord washes over the
song, and the album, signalling hope, a light
at the horizon, even signalling the final
satisfaction of having reached the horizon
so out of reach earlier. It is a wonderful
closing moment, and also acts as a unifying
moment, as it connect the album back, from
that final major chord, to the opening of
‘Thunder on the Mountain’ and its curtain
opening musical introduction.
And, going back to that dream quality
that ‘Nettie Moore’ has, something that
resonates very strongly at the end of
Modern Times is the feeling that these ten
songs are like a series of dreams. The
borrowed lines and collage approach often
give each song a fragmented feeling, as
they are placed together at the expense of
any linear narrative. Just like dreams do,
the songs take huge leaps in time and
space and on the surface may seem not to
amount to all that much, but are actually
very memorable. Seemingly random
thoughts and images have a collective
power that you can’t quite explain in a
beginning, middle and end sort of way,
but is there none the less. Almost every
song on Modern Times is like a dream.
“Love and Theft” was a good album,
with so much to enjoy. But one thing it
didn’t have was much unity. The opening
song did not seem to have any particular
relevance and the closing ‘Sugar Baby’ was
a very definite closing of the curtain. It did
not leave you with the feeling that you
should head straight back to track one and

listen again because you may have missed
something. That is the effect Modern
Times has. And it is a good album, with
much to lose yourself in and enjoy. For
Dylan, after so long and having made so
many great pieces of work, to have
recorded three albums like Time Out of
Mind, “Love and Theft” and Modern Times
in the latter part of his career, is pretty
remarkable and we are very lucky. And
‘Tell Ol’ Bill’, or rather the ‘Tell Ol’ Bill
‘session, has shown us the Dylan can still
be a poor judge of his own material. How
he can conduct and record such a series of
versions of a song and release the poorest
of them all (by some distance) is also
remarkable. But it, along with Modern
Times, gave me great hope and pride in
Dylan, for the future as well as the past.
They have shown me that I was wrong,
that there is much to look forward to. The
live debuts of the Modern Times songs;
Chronicles Volume 2 and beyond, a new
song, ‘Huck’s Tune’, due next year for a
film soundtrack and then who knows?
Another new album some day, another
film or book project, more live shows, new
band members, new bootleg series
editions, so many highs and lows left for
us all yet, it is thrilling to think of it. I was
very close to telling ol’ Bob to pack it in,
give it up, for a while at least. Ol’ Bob had
other ideas. The only regret is that Judas!
won’t be right there with us on the
journey. So it’s thanks and farewell for
now to Keith and Andy for the vision and
all their hard work, to Duncan for all the
great pictures, and Peter for his invaluable
work and support, and to all the writers,
both old and new, that made Judas! the
very best of its kind.
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The Present of Memory:
‘Workingman’s Blues #2’

by John P. Morris

I would like to find a way to talk about probably the most distinctive quality of
Dylan’s songs from the last five years or so: the diffuseness of their lyrics, the way
that many of them seem to fall to pieces if examined too closely. Dylan’s lyrics have
always been known to go off in unexpected directions, with oblique turns of phrase
and eclectic allusions. But they usually made their own kind of sense, which was
not, for the practiced listener, difficult to follow, whether or not one worried about
details such as what a chrome horse was, or why a diplomat would be riding one
while carrying a Siamese cat on his shoulder. But lately, listening to songs like
‘Honest with Me,’ in which it’s often difficult to tell what any given line has to do
with the next one, or ‘Tell Ol’ Bill,’ in which there are at least three different speakers
(or one very confused one), with few hints for telling them apart, or many of the
songs on Modern Times, one sometimes has the impression that Dylan assembled
the lyrics from scraps he pulled out of a hat. Something that’s become notorious
lately, the startling number of borrowings from a strange array of sources,
contributes greatly to this quality; a scrap of nineteenth-century sentimental verse
might bump up against a line from Ovid, set to the tune of a Bing Crosby song.
Even so, the disjunctiveness of these songs is not an inevitable result. It’s perfectly
possible to assemble a seamless collage, in which every borrowed phrase fits as if it
had always been there. Witness ‘Tryin’ to Get to Heaven.’ 1 Dylan’s songs these days
are not seamless, and I would like to know why.
One common explanation is that Dylan is simply lazy; when he’s stuck for
something to say, he shuffles through his file of lines he’s written at odd moments
or come across in his reading, takes the first one that more or less fits, and plugs
it in, not much caring whether it makes sense as part of a whole. This is not a satisfying explanation, for two reasons. First, there’s nothing lazy about the labor it
actually takes to assemble all these bits. Many times it would surely be easier to
come up with his own words. If he could write ‘To Make You Feel My Love’ in
fifteen minutes, after all, he could write a whole album in about two and a half
hours – though not one I’d be eager to listen to. And second, there’s something
malicious about assuming that Dylan, at the decrepit age of 65, is too far gone to
notice, or too cynical to care, that he’s writing nonsense. I would rather assume
that he’s thought quite a lot about what he’s doing and that he has a definite
purpose in mind; whether that purpose is worth pursuing, and how successful the
results are, is of course another question.
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But it’s possible to take that assumption too far, and to see Dylan as working
out an intricate web of meaning, with all
the borrowings and allusions part of some
grand scheme. Once we find the key –
whether it’s Blake, the Civil War, or, who
knows, the Punic Wars 2 – we can find a
way to account for every far-flung image.
At its furthest extension, this approach
amounts to a kind of kabbalism, but even
short of that, it makes Dylan into something I can’t see him as: a systematizer, a
builder up of elaborate correspondences. I
simply don’t think he works that way. He’s
relied in the past on various systems, from
the tarot to the Bible, but he has never, so
far as I can tell, built his own.
A third approach is more tempting to
me: to take every known allusion or
borrowing and examine the context it
came from and how it works in its new
context, with the assumption that a song’s
meaning can’t be completely unlocked
until we know exactly what’s gone into it.
To do this would be a very valuable exercise, one that would enrich our understanding of the songs and of what Dylan
thinks while writing them. But it’s hard to
imagine that he’s writing for an audience
that would recognize all these things—one
familiar with Henry Timrod and Memphis
Minnie, Merle Haggard and P. Ovidius
Naso. Perhaps that’s his ideal audience, but
it’s not one he’s likely to find on this earth.
I believe that the audience he’s writing for
is one that may not know everything he
does, but does know how to listen for
changes in diction and perspective, that
can tell when a line seems to be speaking
from a different world of discourse,

whether it’s country blues or nineteenthcentury sentimental poetry, but that can’t
be expected to recognize which song or
poem. An attentive ear and some amount
of prior knowledge should be enough –
the kind of prior knowledge that comes
from having listened to Dylan and to
many of the singers he’s listened to, from
having read many of the books he’s read,
and from having seen many of the movies
he’s seen. If that’s not enough, then he
might as well be talking to himself.
With that in mind, I would like to
examine just one song from Modern Times.
I want to follow what happens in it; where
and how it shifts, how its lines relate to
each other, and what, if anything, they add
up to. I want to see how this song is put
together. I will not be discussing the allusions, except where they are well known –
a very arbitrary criterion, I realize. At the
end of this process, I would like to be able
to say what kind of song this is, how it
relates to other songs he’s written, and
perhaps – though this is really outside my
project – how successful I think it is. The
song I’ve chosen is ‘Workingman’s Blues #2’.
I’ll apologize here for talking strictly about
the lyrics; I’m perfectly aware that to
ignore the music is to ignore at least half
the song, or even, in an important sense,
not to be talking about the song at all. I can
plead – not very convincingly – that almost
everyone else does the same. Or that the
way these lyrics are composed is essentially
a literary one. Or I can just ask your
forgiveness. The transcription below is
mine, but I have referred to others, notably
Eyolf Østrem’s from his splendid
Dylanchords site.
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being called a proletarian)? Or is he even
aware of how clumsy the diction is? Line 4
uses an odd image – the stream of money
– to expand on line 3. That stream recalls
the creek in line 2, and the evening haze, in
this new context, now seems to recall the
sundown setting on the union on Infidels.

First, of course, there’s the title, which
is an unambiguous reference to Merle
Haggard’s ‘Workin’ Man Blues’ (though
there are blues songs with that title as
well). The ‘#2’ suggests that this will be a
sort of sequel to that song, which is sung
by a man who’s worked hard all his life, is
damned proud of it, and actually doesn’t
find much to complain about, except
getting a little tired on the weekends. It’s a
rather bellicose song that only hints at the
darker aspects of such a life, aspects that
Haggard has faced squarely many times in
other songs. Dylan’s song, from the beginning, is quite different.

5. The place I love best is a sweet
memory
6. It’s a new path that we trod
7. They say low wages are a reality
8. If we want to compete abroad
Line 5 is disorienting; is the place the
speaker loves best the town in line 1? Are
we now in a present from which he’s
looking back on those first two lines? Or
are we still in the same present, and is the
town, though it still looks idyllic, an irrevocably changed place, like Edwin Arlington
Robinson’s Tilbury Town: ‘And there was
nothing in the town below / Where
strangers would have shut the many doors
/ That many friends had opened long ago’?
Line 5 introduced the first person; line
6 shifts to the plural. ‘We’ could be a group
of people for whom the speaker is
speaking, or it could mean a ‘you and me,’
perhaps the speaker and a loved one. The
path could be the course that the proletariat has to follow, as the next two lines
suggest. Or it could be the direction that
two lovers will be going. The grammar is
off here: ‘Trod’ could be a mistake for
‘tread,’ kept for the rhyme. Or it could be –
though this seems a little oversubtle – a
way of saying that the old path we trod has
changed into the new path we tread. A play
on time is also possible – the path we used
to tread has become the path we trod.

1. There’s an evenin’ haze settlin’ over
the town
2. Starlight by the edge of the creek
3. The buyin’ power of the proletariat’s
gone down
4. Money’s gettin’ shallow and weak
The setting in the first two lines is
pastoral, idyllic, perhaps a little too much
by rote, like an acrylic painting. In Dylan’s
work we’ve been in a place like this before,
as in some of the songs on New Morning
(‘Automobile coming into style’) and
Blood on the Tracks. A scene is being set; it’s
as if someone is about to amble to the
front of the stage, hands in pockets, to tell
a story. In line 3 the perspective shifts
suddenly, and we seem to be listening to a
rather
unconvincing
lecture
on
economics. The proletariat is presumably
the people in the little town in line 1. Is
Dylan parodying a certain detached,
unfeeling way of talking about real
people’s problems (imagine how the singer
in Merle Haggard’s song would react to
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someone who’s lost out in the economic
struggle in lines 3, 4, 7, and 8.
And now the refrain:

Lines 7 and 8 take us back to lines 3
and 4: ‘they’ may be the same pundits who
like to speak of ‘the buying power of the
proletariat.’ The economic threat of
foreign competition again recalls ‘Union
Sundown’ (and ‘North Country Blues,’ for
that matter).

Meet me at the bottom, don’t lag
behind
Bring me my boots and shoes
You can hang back or fight your best
on the front line
Sing a little bit of these workingman’s
blues

9. My cruel weapons have been put on
the shelf
10. Come sit down on my knee
11. You are dearer to me than myself
12. As you yourself can see

The first two lines are an adaptation of
a blues line, perhaps most familiar as
Howlin’ Wolf ’s ‘Meet me in the bottom,
bring me my running shoes’; ‘boots and
shoes’ occurs in other versions. Dylan adds
‘don’t lag behind,’ which can be seen as
padding, except that it changes the tone in,
I think, a deliberate way. Without it, the
lines are peremptory (you will do this),
but with it, there’s a note of pleading
(please don’t lag) or warning (you’d better
not lag). The ‘bottom’ is now not specifically the river bottom, as in the blues line,
but a more metaphorical bottom, a depth
from which to rise. The speaker and the
listener here aren’t the same as in the verse,
or at least aren’t in the same situation.
Now he’s going somewhere and she’s being
told to join him, or at least help him.
The next two lines step back from the
first two: ‘you’ becomes the impersonal
pronoun, ‘one,’ not the person being
addressed. The choice in these lines is to
hang back or to fight, but it is not spelled
out what sort of fighting he’s talking
about. We don’t know where the front line
is, whether this is an economic struggle, or
whether it’s some sort of class war, the
bosses against the proletariat. The

Here we have an implied scene, one
person addressing another. Perhaps we’ve
been with these two from the beginning of
the song, and now we’re hearing something about their history. The cruel
weapons suggest that the speaker has
returned from sort of war; they could also
mean the weapons – the manipulations of
each other’s feelings – that lovers use
against each other in a quarrel. But now
he’s trying to smooth all that over: ‘Come
sit down on my knee.’
13. I’m listenin’ to the steel rails hum
14. Got both eyes tight shut
15. Just sitting here trying to keep the
hunger from
16. Creeping it’s way into my gut
Whether or not the scene has been the
same up to this point, it definitely shifts
here. The speaker is now on a train, like
the hobo in ‘Hobo’s Lullaby’: ‘Can’t you
hear the steel rail humming / That’s the
hobo’s lullaby.’ He could be riding away
from the previous scene; he could be in a
much later time; or he could be a different
character altogether. If he’s a hobo, he’s
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weapons from the first verse may not be so
metaphorical now.
The last line quotes Merle Haggard’s
song exactly, even to Dylan singing
‘working man,’ as Haggard has it, not
‘workingman’s,’ as Dylan’s title has it. But
where Haggard made it clear what sort of
workingman he meant – an American blue
collar laborer, the backbone of this
country, and so on – what sort Dylan
means is hard to tell. A member of that
proletariat, presumably, but there’s been
no talk of work so far in the song; only a
few generalizations about the economy,
some regret and nostalgia, mention of
some kind of struggle, and a journey or
two.

down to hell. And selling them to their
enemies would be rather pointless if the
other two threats have been carried out.
That last, however, seems to put us in a
world in which captives are sold as slaves,
as they were in classical times. It also
suggests a world of unchecked capitalism,
in which alliances made solely for business
reasons and one sells out one’s allies any
time it seems expedient.
21. I’m tryin’ to feed my soul with
thought
22. Gonna sleep off the rest of the day
23. Sometimes no one wants what we
got
24. Sometimes you can’t give it away
The tone shifts again here, from
belligerent to pensive, recalling lines 13 to
16. Feeding the soul with thought recalls
the hunger in his gut in line 16. The
thought may be about his own situation, or
it may be the sorts of reflections about the
world that have been scattered through the
song and pop up again in lines 23 and 24.
In these lines he could be speaking about
himself, or he could be making a more
general observation about economics
again: we can’t compete abroad if no one
will buy what we manufacture. Note that
though these lines seem to express an
either/or proposition, they actually say the
same thing: the reason you can’t give it
away is that no one wants it. The circularity
makes the situation seem even more hopeless; it’s a loop that one can’t escape.

17. Now, I’m sailin’ on back, ready for
the long haul
18. Tossed by the winds and the seas
19. I’ll drag ’em all down to hell and
I’ll stand ’em at the wall
20. I’ll sell ’em to their enemies
Instead of the train in the first verse,
he’s now on a ship, and instead of traveling
away in despair, he’s now returning in defiance, though we don’t have to see the ship
as literally bringing him back from where
the train took him.
The adversaries he’s threatening in
lines 19 and 20 are as nebulous as the
weapons he’s spoken of. And his threats
are rather blustery, saying perhaps nothing
more than that he intends to fight hard
and without mercy. It’s not clear what
dragging them down to hell means, unless
he’s a sort of demon. Standing them at the
wall (to shoot them?) would seem unnecessary if they’ve already been dragged

25. Now the place is ringed with count
less foes
26. Some of them may be deaf and
dumb
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eyes tight shut; the second ends with him
close to the temporary death of sleep (an
ancient trope).

27. No man, no woman knows
28. The hour that sorrow will come
The threat is closing in now. Line 26
may be the most mysterious in the whole
song: why are the foes deaf and dumb?
Perhaps because they’re implacable, not to
be reasoned with, not even human.
They’re instruments of fate, striking us
down and taking away the things we love
best. But then why are only some of them
deaf and dumb? There’s something pagan
about the outlook here: it’s hopeless to
fight against fate, but fight is all we can do.

33. Well, they burned my barn, they
stole my horse
34. I can’t save a dime
35. I got to be careful, I don’t want to
be forced
36. Into a life of continual crime
Here, at the beginning of the third
verse, the speaker is now a farmer down on
his luck. His enemies – his countless foes,
whoever they are – have made it almost
impossible for him to live as an honest
man. Lines 35 and 36 put us in the world
of a 1930s sociological thriller, such as I
Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang. John
Garfield or Paul Muni or Henry Fonda
could be speaking these lines.

29. In the dark I hear the night birds
call
30. I can hear a lover’s breath
31. I sleep in the kitchen with my feet
in the hall
32. Sleep is like a temporary death
We seem to be back in the first verse
now, with the lovers by the creek. The
speaker is both within and outside
himself, inhabiting the darkness (I’m
thinking of the way in which, in the dark,
one can feel like part of the entire space),
alert to all its noises and sensations, of
which the lover’s breath is as natural a part
as the night birds’ call. Or perhaps he is the
only lover there, breathing to himself –
note that it’s a lover’s breath.
In lines 31 and 32 a raunchy blues line
– ‘She sleeps in the kitchen with her feet in
the hall’ – is transformed. It used to be a
boast about how long and tall his woman
is; now it’s the singer who has to sleep
where he can. A kitchen can be a warm,
inviting place (‘Come on in my kitchen’),
but his feet are out in the cold. The first
verse ended with the speaker keeping his

37. I can see for myself that the sun is
sinking
38. How I wish you were here to see
39. Tell me now, am I wrong in
thinking
40. That you have forgotten me?
The scene shifts again. If the speaker
and the person being addressed (who is
not present and may never hear these
thoughts) are the same as in the first two
verses, it’s now much later in time. The
sinking sun recalls the first lines of the
song, and suggests the end of something –
of a life, or of a way of life, if the social
dimension is still present. He’s also imagining a romantic scene, the two of them
watching the sunset (‘Look at the sun,
sinking like a ship / Ain’t that just like my
heart, babe, when you kiss my lips’).
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41. Now they worry and they hurry
and they fuss and they fret
42. They waste your nights and days
43. Them I will forget
44. But you I’ll remember always

against each other. These lines would seem
to contradict that. The assurance that she
is not among the enemies constantly
invoked in this song is rather pathetic; if
it’s true, it shouldn’t need to be asserted.

‘Getting and spending, we lay waste
our powers,’ as Wordsworth put it. But
‘they’ could also be the other women he’s
known, as in ‘I seen a lot of women, but
she never escaped my mind.’

53. All across the peaceful sacred fields
54. They will lay you low
55. They’ll break your horns and slash
you with steel
56. I say it so it must be so.

45. Old memories of you to me have
clung
46. You’ve wounded me with your
words
47. Gonna have to straighten out your
tongue
48. It’s all true, everything you’ve
heard

Another shift, unless this piece of
wisdom is something he’s giving her. The
place of battle here is reminiscent of the
place ringed with countless foes in line 25.
The breaking of the horns sounds like the
ritual debasement of an enemy. There may
be a specific reference here (perhaps I
should be searching my Ovid). The steel is
the first specific weapon in the song, and
it’s an archaic one. This is a world where
battles are fought with swords – perhaps
the classical world suggested by line 20. ‘I
say it, so it must be so’ is very odd. He
sounds like a king asserting his will: ipse
dixit. But there’s also the suggestion that
he knows it may not be true at all, that he’s
trying to persuade himself that his view of
life, as a vicious struggle, is the true one.

The last eight lines stayed in the same
place, the longest unbroken stretch thus
far in the song. But now we have a shift,
though subtler than most. Instead of the
one he’s addressing being lost in the past,
she’s present again, as in lines 9 to 12. But
this is not the same scene. Some sort of
resolution is now working itself out. She
will have to deal with what she’s done to
him. He’s threatening her, but perhaps
with no power left to enforce his threats.
The first words of the next verse are
conciliatory again, as if he’s been arguing
with himself.

57. Now I’m down on my luck and I’m
black and blue
58. Gonna give you another chance
59. I’m all alone and I’m expecting you
60. To lead me off in a cheerful dance

49. In you, my friend, I find no blame
50. Wanna look in my eyes, please do
51. No one can ever claim
52. That I took up arms against you.

She is now his way out of that struggle,
a redemptive force. But though he’s the
one who’s black and blue, she’s the one
who’ll be getting another chance – an
enticing offer, no doubt. It’s not clear how

I suggested, in reference to line 9, that
the cruel weapons were lovers’ weapons
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reasonable his expectation is that she will
lead him off; in his eyes she ought to, but
that’s no reason for her to see it that way.
(The way he croaks ‘cheerful dance’
somehow makes it sound like the least
cheerful prospect imaginable; it’s a
marvelously subtle bit of singing.)

lives, told in many different voices and
modes of speaking. Though I’ve dwelt on
its disjunctiveness, it’s not quite as scattered as I may have made it seem. The song
is made up of a pattern of certain recurring situations (or variations on them),
ideas, and tropes: a pastoral setting, as in
lines 1 and 2; disrupted by violence in lines
53 and 54; some rather disembodied
speeches about economics, as in lines 3, 4,
7, and 8; a lovers’ or ex-lovers’ conversation, sometimes tender, sometimes bitter,
as in lines 9–12, 45–48, and 49–52;
nostalgia and a feeling of loss, as in lines 5
and 37–40; weapons and enemies, as in
many lines throughout the song and in the
chorus; and being carried on a journey, as
in lines 13–16 and 17–20. And the central
image is of the speaker alone in the darkness, trying to feed his soul with thought,
as in lines 13–16, 21–24, and 29–32. What
it does not give us is one single name, one
single place to locate the action, one scene
developed enough to let us be sure what’s
happening, or anything at all that we can
hold onto for more than a few lines.
Nothing, in fact, actually happens; terrible
things are always about to happen, or
already have, but anything in between is
left unspoken. There is no narrative
momentum and little urgency (though
plenty of foreboding). So what kind of
song is this?
In the way it juxtaposes world affairs
and personal ones, what this song most
resembles are some of his gospel-era
songs, such as ‘Slow Train Coming’ and
‘Groom’s Still Waiting at the Altar.’ ‘The
world’s going to hell and so is my love life’
is how these could be uncharitably

61. Got a brand new suit and a brand
new wife
62. I can live on rice and beans
63. Some people never worked a day in
their life
64. Don’t know what work even
means.
The cheerful dance might have a
seemed a perfectly appropriate place to
end the song. These further lines confuse
the issue at the last moment. Perhaps
they’re a coda, like the last verse of ‘Black
Diamond Bay,’ in which we’re suddenly in
the present, looking back at the events of
the rest of the song; he’s lost for good the
woman he’s been appealing to, but found
another one who will do well enough, like
rice and beans. If times are hard, and the
place is still ringed with foes, he’s
prepared to survive as he always has. The
last two lines are in somewhat the same
spirit as Merle Haggard’s song, but
they’re a little incongruous here. As I
noted earlier, there’s been no mention of
work or suggestion of just what it means
to be a workingman. The speaker has
suffered and endured, but if he’s been
working, it hasn’t been brought to our
attention. Unless the suffering itself is a
kind of work.
This song has taken us through many
different moments in a life, or in many
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summarized. (‘Idiot Wind’ is a precursor
of these songs, and ‘Everything Is Broken’
– especially the outtake version – is a late
example.) But the sense of impending
catastrophe in those songs is muted now.
For all the talk in ‘Workingman’s Blues #2’
about weapons and fighting, the pervasive
tone is one of resignation. The world and
his love life have already gone to hell, and
he can only make the best of it.
But ultimately I see it as the latest, and
perhaps the last development, in the long
line of Dylan’s road songs, from ‘Long
Time Gone’ through ‘Tangled Up in Blue,’
‘Brownsville Girl,’ and ‘Tryin’ to Get to
Heaven.’ In ‘Long Time Gone,’ the young
Dylan spoke from a life history that he had
not actually lived (though in interviews at
the time he claimed to have done just
that), and with a world-weariness that he
had not earned (if such attitudes need to
be earned). The song is not quite
convincing, and the details are rather
generic: ‘I once loved a fair young maid’;
‘On the western side of Texas.’ But there is
something compelling about the way that
he projects himself into that life and
makes it a sort of calling. ‘A Hard Rain’s AGonna Fall’ is, in a way, a development of
this song, set in a more symbolic landscape, and with the calling more specifically to social action or poetic discovery.
By the time of ‘Tangled Up in Blue,’ he
did have a life history to look back on, but
the events in that song are just as much
projections as in the earlier song. He’s still
imagining a life to fit the way he understands himself, or wants to be understood.
Working as a cook in the Great North
Woods, or on a fishing boat near Delacroix

(or loading cargo onto a truck in LA, as in
the first recording of the song) is more
glamorous, in an inverted way, than being
a famous singer-songwriter. The shifts in
perspective, with the pronouns changing
from verse to verse (and continuing to
change as Dylan revised the song in
performance over the next ten years), are a
version of what would become much more
radical in ‘Workingman’s Blues #2.’
In ‘Brownsville Girl,’ a decade later, the
events are even more specifically projections, with the narrator identifying with a
movie star, Gregory Peck, and living his life
as if it were a succession of movie scenes
(something Dylan had done before in
‘Simple Twist of Fate’). It’s not clear, or especially important, whether these things are all
happening to the same person, or whether
they’re alternative versions of his life.
In ‘Tryin’ to Get to Heaven,’ still
another decade and more down the road,
there’s very little left of any sense of
progress. These are recycled lines, from
songs that have already been written and
lives that have already been lived. There’s
no joy in his recollections, only obstacles
to struggle through and the most nebulous
possible goal. When he sings, ‘Mary Jane
got a house in Baltimore,’ something in his
tone, a trick or an accident of phrasing,
makes Baltimore sound like the saddest
place on earth. (I can’t say whether that’s
true.)
And now, in ‘Workingman’s Blues #2,’
we seem to have reached the last stage of
the journey. Events, places, and people
along the road aren’t described for their
own sake anymore, or with any regard for
sequence. They all seem to float in a kind
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of suspended present – the present of
memory. Everything in the song – at least
up to the last four lines – seems to have
happened a long time ago, and it’s almost
as if it doesn’t matter to whom they
happened. A line from ‘Long Time Gone’
would fit here: ‘Different towns, different
people, somehow they’re all the same.’
Still, those long-past affairs have the power
to affect the speaker. They’re more alive
than what he’s left with – rice and beans.
The diffuseness I started by talking
about seems to be an integral part of
Dylan’s writing now, not a sign of loss of
artistic control but, at least in the more
successful songs, quite the opposite: a

demonstration of control, of how he can
hold all these elements together – just
barely. He’s not interested in hiding the
strain, pretending that this is as effortless
as it once was.3 ‘The party’s over, and
there’s less and less to say,’ he wrote in
‘Highlands.’ Since then his project has
been perhaps the most challenging of his
career: to find what to say when there
seems to be nothing left. That he’s finding
solutions to that challenge, that for all the
borrowings, he’s not just recycling the
same old thoughts, that he still has songs
in him that no one has written yet, is
shown in this moving song and in the best
of his other late songs.

Notes
1. ‘Tryin’ to Get to Heaven’ actually belongs to a type of poem with a long and respectable pedigree: it is a cento,
a poem made up of lines from other poems. The practice goes back to classical times. Since normally the point
of such a poem is to put familiar lines into witty or unexpectedly revealing combinations, I’m not sure it would
be correct to use the word for Dylan’s more recent patchwork songs, which use lines that are mostly not at all
familiar.
2. After all, the Punic Wars would allow us to go from Hannibal to Mark Twain’s Hannibal, Missouri, and down
the river to New Orleans, where the levee’s gonna break; from Cato the Censor to Addison’s Cato to Alexander
Pope, whom Dylan has managed on several albums; from Carthage to Dido to Vergil to Ovid, whose presence
on Modern Times has still not been fully explored, or to St. Augustine, alive as you or me.
3. In saying this, I’m aware that Dylan has claimed that the new songs came to him in a kind of trance. I don’t
believe that, at least on the face of it. What he might mean is that in composing the songs, assembling his notes
for them, he tried to turn off his conscious mind as much as possible and let the songs compose themselves.
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‘Nettie Moore:’
Minstrelsy and the Cultural
Economy of Race in Bob
Dylan’s Late Albums
by Robert Reginio
for Walt Chmielewski
A particularly fascinating – and yet, to my mind, unnecessary – ‘controversy’surrounding Bob Dylan’s new album Modern Times is the discovery that Dylan
has been, since at least 2001’s “Love and Theft,” a concerted reader of and
borrower from the poetry of Henry Timrod, the ‘Poet Laureate of the
Confederacy.’ 1
That Dylan is making reference – obscure or otherwise – to the American Civil
War shouldn’t be surprising at this point. One of the more striking self-portraits
Dylan draws in his recent memoir Chronicles is that of the young Bob Dylan
supplementing his observation of various folk artists in New York City with what
can be described as an obsessive study of the New York Public Library’s archive of
Civil War-era American newspapers. As he writes in Chronicles, during the Civil
War: ‘America was put on the cross, died and was resurrected…The godawful
truth of that would be the all-encompassing template behind everything that I
would write.’ 2
In the space of this essay at least, I will take Bob at his word.
Dylan’s ‘Nettie Moore,’ from his new album Modern Times, is an emotionally
affecting and amazingly complex meditation on his own love and theft of
American popular music. ‘Nettie Moore’ borrows its title and refrain from a song
written by the minstrel performer and songwriter Marshall S. Pike – I will
comment more fully on that song below.
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But like the Timrod ‘theft,’ his reference to this obscure song – especially in
the context of the song’s other much more
obvious references to folk and blues
poetry – is, as Robert Polito has recently
argued, ‘just the tantalizing threshold into
Dylan’s vast memory palace of echoes.’ For
so many to cry plagiarism – since
Timrod’s poetry is so obscure – you might
not guess, writes Polito, ‘that we’ve just
lived through some two and a half decades
of hip hop sampling, not only to mention
a century of Modernism.’ 3
I think that Dylan recognizes that the
innovative, creative fire that fueled his
songwriting in the 1960’s is long past and,
perhaps more importantly, he has come to
grips with the fact that every lyric he
writes will be squeezed to within an inch
of its exegetical life for political, poetical,
or spiritual meaning. Therefore, to
sprinkle stray phrases from ‘the Poet
Laureate of the Confederacy’ across songs
that often lilt and warble like Victorian
parlor ballads is to play with his audience
yet again, creating an allusive, textual trail
of breadcrumbs that leads not to Milton,
nor Shakespeare, nor Robert Johnson –
but to Henry Timrod’s overwrought
Romantic verse and its frequent, strident
defense of the Confederacy and, implicitly,
its oppressive, racial economy.
On the one hand this is funny –
Timrod is no Milton or Robert Johnson
(‘That’s what you get for your obsessive
reading,’ Dylan might be saying). On the
other hand, Dylan recognizes that
American popular music is the story of
white America’s ‘love’ of black culture, a
culture shaped by manifold acts of

thievery. A reference to Timrod plugs the
reader/listener into the stream of subterranean, yet ubiquitous, acts of racial ‘love
and theft’ that flows through American
popular song.
I think what I will say about ‘Nettie
Moore’ and the way it references 19th and
early 20th century music can be applied to
the rest of Modern Times, “Love and Theft”
and even 1997’s Time Out of Mind. In these
albums, borrowing becomes something not
only endemic to the songs’ style, but
frequently this borrowing is the metatextual focus of the songs themselves. In
‘Nettie Moore,’ this self-consciousness
resonates with America’s vexed racial
history. Instead of summarizing how Dylan’s
allusive late style comes to a boil in “Love
and Theft,” I will quote someone more
acquainted with minstrelsy and Dylan’s
‘thieving’ predilections. Eric Lott, the writer
from whom Dylan stole the title for his
album “Love and Theft,” has said of Dylan:
He knows full well his musical indebtedness and is playing with it in the
songs as well as the title of ‘Love and
Theft.’ ‘High Water’ sounds most like
the actual minstrel show music from the
19th century, which is interesting not
only since it’s dedicated specifically to
black blues singer Charley Patton but
also because it’s a song of high seriousness, as though ultimate truths are
rooted in cultural plunder.4
The mixing of ‘low’ subjects and the
tones of ‘high seriousness’ is something
Walt Whitman appreciated in the minstrel
show. As Whitman wrote in the mid-1840’s
of a particular minstrel performance:
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accuse him of theft with all his explicit
allusions, and the veiled pilfering. Within
the specific context of “Love and Theft”
(the album) (and, for my purposes,
Modern Times) this daring points us to the
love and theft that energizes American
culture. Paradoxically, as Lott was quick to
mention in his Dylan presentation, this
energy also thrives on the oppressive
systems that allowed (and allow today)
these (crossings of) racial boundaries in
the first place. If authenticity is a ‘ridiculous’ notion, then Lott’s provocative question – ‘When does minstrelsy end and
original invention begin?’ – is not to be
resolved. ‘There is no transcending the
paradoxes of minstrelsy by sheer force of
will,’ Lott insisted.7
Dylan’s will, tempered by intimations
of mortality and a lifetime spent in a
memory palace of echoes, finds its inspiration now in the paradoxes that constitute
American culture and the economies of
race that define it.
Glimpses of this paradox emerge
clearly in 1984’s ‘Blind Willie McTell,’ a
song inexplicably left off the album
Infidels and a song Christopher Ricks
inexplicably understands through the
prism of ‘Envy’ and ‘Gratitude.’ In Ricks’s
reading of the song in Dylan’s Visions of
Sin, the distances of history and race are
transcended by art.8
‘Blind Willie McTell’ (the song, not the
singer) is in fact, contra Ricks’ reductive
reading, an elegiac meditation on the
paradoxical source of McTell’s art. The
third verse is a good example of the song’s
structure:

Indeed, their ‘nigger’ singing altogether
proves how shiningly golden talent can
be spread over a subject generally
considered ‘low.’ ‘Nigger’ singing with
them is a subject from obscure life in the
hands of a divine painter: rags, patches,
and coarseness are imbued with the
great genius of the artist, and there
exists something really great about
them.5
The difference, of course, between
Dylan’s combination of minstrelsy with
‘high seriousness’ and Walt Whitman’s
praise of this popular art form is the
recognition that the significance of
minstrelsy (both its cultural significance
and minstrelsy as a ‘sign’ in American
culture) lies in what Lott called – in his
book Love and Theft – minstrelsy’s
unstable or indeed contradictory power,
linked to social and political conflicts,
that issues from the weak, the uncanny,
the outside. [T]he slippery political
valences of the [minstrel] tradition…
are instructive. For it was with precisely
this slipperiness that the minstrel mask
resonated: a derisive celebration of the
power of blackness; blacks, for a
moment, ambiguously, on top.6
For Whitman, authenticity is something achieved through the mastery of
performance; for Dylan, performance is
just that – a ‘performance’ of authenticity
that, of course, destabilizes the very notion
of authenticity. As Lott argued this
summer at a conference on Dylan at
Dartmouth College, authenticity is a
‘ridiculous’ notion in thinking about
Dylan’s late work. Dylan is daring us to
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group, wrote the lyrics for most of the
songs in the Harmoneons’ repertoire, and
he wrote the lyrics to the original ‘Nettie
Moore’ – also known as ‘The Little White
Cottage,’ the song from which Dylan of
course borrows the title and refrain for his
own song ‘Nettie Moore.’ The song is sung
from the perspective of a male AfricanAmerican slave. The singer recalls
listening to ‘the gentle voice of charming
Nettie Moore’ and how ‘on the Santee’s
dancing tide/Of a summer eve I’d launch
my open boat;/[And] down the river we so
merrily would float.’ The crux of the song
lies in what else the river enables, in an
inversion of the image of the river as a
place of solitude, refuge and escape:

See them big plantations burning
Hear the cracking of the whips
Smell that sweet magnolia blooming
See the ghosts of slavery ships
I can hear them tribes a-moaning,
Hear that undertaker’s bell
And I know no one can sing the blues
Like Blind Willie McTell
The song works by juxtaposing
McTell’s art and the violence that had a
significant part in its creation; the summation that ‘no one can sing the blues like
Blind Willie McTell’ – repeated at the end
of each verse – represents knowledge that
is yet unable to account for the suffering
towards which McTell’s art continually
draws the singer. With each repetition of
the refrain, the singer becomes more and
more bewildered by his implication in the
economy of race, the way each act of love,
appreciation, and perhaps even gratitude
contains within them the shadow of theft.
To be grateful for McTell’s art – which one
can be – is nevertheless to elide that art’s
history. And it is as a historian perplexed
by this history that Dylan writes ‘Nettie
Moore,’ a song which can be seen as a
development of the theme and the form of
‘Blind Willie McTell.’ 9
Before turning to Dylan’s ‘Nettie
Moore,’ I want to return to Walt
Whitman’s comments on minstrel
performers I quoted above. Whitman’s
appreciation of minstrelsy was written
specifically about a performance by the
minstrel group The Harmoneons that
took place at the Chatham Theater in
lower Manhattan in the 1840’s. Marshall S.
Pike, a singer and performer with the

One sunny morn in autumn
Ere the dew had left the lawn,
Came a trader up from Louisiana-bay;
Who gave to Master money
And then shackl’d her with chains,
Then he took her off to work her life
away.10
The refrain from the original ‘Gentle
Nettie Moore’ (which Dylan borrows, antiquated elision and all: ‘Oh, I miss you Nettie
Moore,/And my happiness is o’er’) is the
lament of a slave who is powerless to control
the direction of his life, to keep safe the
integrity of his family, and to find a public
history in which this loss can be voiced (this
singer was, originally, being ‘spoken for’ by a
performer in blackface). When Dylan
returns to, or recycles, or recovers, this song
he is thinking about the performance of
grief and of loss in African-American
culture, and how these performances –
found most readily in the blues itself – were
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Marshall Pike himself) where original
invention ends and where cultural plunder
begins. One can read Dylan’s ‘Nettie
Moore’ as a recovery of the ambiguity that
exists for us between the sentiments of
Pike’s preface and the sometimes crass,
sometimes admiring, stereotyping in the
‘black’ songs contained within the volume.
In other words, I see Dylan’s ‘Nettie
Moore’ as a recovery of the history of
Pike’s ‘Gentle Nettie Moore.’ I do not want
to suggest, however, that Dylan’s ‘Nettie
Moore’ is some sort of compensation for,
or an unproblematic recovery of, The
Harmoneons’ and Pike’s theft of ‘blackness.’ Rather, Dylan’s song is fully aware
that it is difficult – if not impossible – to
tell where loving recovery begins and
cultural theft begins.
Dylan’s lyrics are framed by a funereal,
insistent drum beat that is overlaid with
the song’s melodic rise and fall; this rise
and fall prepares our ears for alternating,
competing tones, for the tension between
a clear dramatic through-line (the drum
beat) and the complexities of the song’s
intertextuality (the melody’s rise and
quizzical fall). Dylan begins by singing a
line from the famous folk song ‘Lost John’
– ‘Lost John sittin’ on a railroad
track’[rising tone]. Immediately, though,
he sings ‘somethin’s out of whack’ [with
that perplexed falling portion of the verse’s
melody]. It’s as if the singer is well
prepared to sit down with Lost John, the
character, or to sing ‘Lost John’, the song,
but he’s interrupted. Something is out of
whack; something isn’t quite right. The
singer tries to sing another song from the
folk and blues repertoire, he tries again to

necessarily the product of the ‘theft’ of
African people and their history.
The preface to The Harmoneons’ Casket
of Songs and Glees (published in 1850)
explains why the group felt impelled to
publish their songs’ lyrics (almost exclusively written by Pike) and not the music.
The author of the preface writes that the
song’s melodies are already well-known
and that this in fact has spread the group’s
renown (we seem to be more comfortable
with a hip-hop producer lifting a James
Brown beat break than we are with Dylan
lifting lines from Timrod). Ironically, he
explains, they’ve published this book of
minstrel show lyrics because:
several of the Harmoneons’ Songs and
Glees have from time to time found
their way, by stealth, into various books
throughout the country without the
publishers awarding to the rightful
authors their just dues…and where, not
in a few instances, the words have been
transcribed from the correct printed
copy-right sheet, without any attention
whatever to grammar, rhythm, or originality; and also where, in one case
certainly, if not more, plagiarism was
committed by adopting a complete
couplet, and claiming the whole theme,
without reference or quotation.11
The irony in terms of Dylan’s ‘theft’ if
self-evident, but it is telling that for Pike,
his impersonation – in his writing and his
performance – of ‘blackness’ is something
authentic, something that can be copied
but is not a ‘copy’ itself.12
It seems utterly unambiguous to the
author here (who I think is probably
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inhabit the past: this time he sings an
equally famous line from Robert Johnson:
‘Blues this mornin’ fallin’ down like hail.’
Again, the singer is interrupted; we get
the non sequiter ‘Gonna leave a greasy
trail’ [or this line is just from a more
obscure (to me?) source]. In the song’s
title and first verse Dylan is flaunting the
fact that he is writing from within the vast
archive of American song. He’s not
engaged in the ‘folk process’ as much as he
is dramatizing it, commenting on it, questioning it.
The second verse suggests, perhaps, a
more archetypal hero or anti-hero and his
quest, but the third verse undercuts this
sort of narrative and its implication of a
single, unifying point of view: ‘I’m the
oldest son of a crazy man,’ he sings, something a Faulknerian anti-hero might
mutter (Faulkner, like Dylan in Modern
Times, is a writer who weaves together the
imagery
of
ornate
antebellum
Romanticism and the ironies attendant
upon the modernist’s contemplation of
the problems of race). The next line, (‘I’m
in a cowboy band.’) sung with a wonderfully ironic – even bitter – deflation on the
album, is like a splash of cold water in the
face – ‘I’m no Faulknerian hero,’ he seems
to say, ‘I’m a 65 year old guy wearing a big,
white cowboy hat in 2006.’ A mask does
not fall away; the contrivances of masks
and masking becomes evident.
In the chorus, Pike’s song is evoked,
but not like the echoes of ‘Lost John’ or
Robert Johnson – Pike’s song is more
obscure (it was not part of the 1960’s folk
revival repertoire13), the listener – or, at
least, this listener – wonders who Nettie

Moore is as Dylan sings that he misses her.
Once the history of this song has been
uncovered, things become more, not less,
ambiguous – ‘Nettie Moore’ as a character
whose absence is mourned, like the
African-Americans
minstrelsy
was
supposed to ‘comprehend,’ is inaccessible
through the history that speaks for her.
The putative singer of Pike’s song, the
African-Americans ambiguously figured
as ‘the weak, the uncanny, the outside’
through the traditions of minstrelsy,
emerges fleetingly at the chorus’s conclusion: ‘winter’s gone/the river’s on the rise:’
a rising river has ominous undertones,
and the coming of spring cannot be
connected to the cyclical turn of the
seasons since these cycles have regenerative meaning only within a community – if
anything, the singer of Dylan’s song is
utterly alone. Dylan sings ‘I loved you then
– and ever shall’ in a way that fractures the
line with a pause, and with it the past and
the future, as are the last two lines of the
chorus: ‘But there’s no one here left to tell
– the world has gone black before my
eyes.’ 14
The last line of the chorus, and thus
the last line of the song, is one of utter
solitude; it is as close as Dylan gets to
voicing something like the blues of Blind
Willie McTell or something of the losses
written into and implicated in Pike’s song;
it is a ‘telling’ that is not – ‘there’s no one
here,’ for the singer to speak to; but there is
also no witness to the darkness that has
engulfed the singer (i.e., ‘There’s no one
here who can tell – who can intuit – that
I’m gripped by this darkness.’). The song’s
intertextuality lends this solitude special
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significance: Dylan is singing of the lost
voices implied by but also occluded by the
love and theft that generated American song.
The revelation that, in America,
communication is contingent upon interpretive communities frequently defined by
race is a version of the ‘double-consciousness’ W.E.B. Du Bois described as something unique to and a burden for
African-Americans. As Du Bois famously
wrote in 1903,

song’s verses and the more direct plaintiveness of the chorus, are versions of the
juxtaposition between each verse and the
refrain of ‘Blind Willie McTell’ – but unlike
that song, which is itself a long crescendo
of grief, ‘Nettie Moore’ is a more
ambiguous mix of ‘textual’ indeterminacy
and affecting emotion, something
mirrored in the ruminative ascent and
quizzical descent that structures the song’s
melody. The chorus of the song contrasts
the grief of the past and the intractable
confusion elicited by the seemingly irredeemable nature of that loss in the mind
of the song’s author – the singer is at once
sitting by the little white cottage, pining
for his wife who has been sold; he is
recalling or citing Pike’s attempt to wrest
emotion from the forms of minstrelsy
(which thus reveals that the slave pining
for his lover in Pike’s original is but a white
appropriation of or figuration of black
grief); and the singer is thus left ultimately
looking back through these ‘textual’ layers
and the great distances he perceives from
the vantage point of ‘modern times’. ‘Oh, I
miss you Nettie Moore:’ the grief in this
refrain is layered; Dylan at once inhabits
the longing of Pike’s original song. (Eric
Lott has commented that Dylan’s
performance of ‘Dixie’ in Masked and
Anonymous asks us if there exists some
affect in oft-neglected or unexpected
corners of American song.) But he also
laments the fact that ‘Nettie Moore’ (the
object of longing in the refrain) is a cipher
for those who had and have no voice.
Dylan is able to wring great emotion and
pathos from the futility of searching
through sources; he is dramatizing the

the Negro is a sort of seventh son, born
with a veil, and gifted with second-sight
in this American world – a world which
yields him no true self-consciousness,
but only lets him see himself through
the revelation of the other world. It is
peculiar sensation, this doubleconsciousness, this sense of always
looking at one’s self through the eyes of
others.15
With this paradoxical way of seeing in
mind, one can understand the singer in
Dylan’s song as partaking of both aspects of
this perspective. The singer is both perceptive of the way identities are contingent in
racialized America (he plays the vengeful
pedagogue in one line: ‘I’m gonna make
you come to grips with fate’) and, like Du
Bois’ African-American, is hidden behind a
veil, something suggested by the chorus’s
insistence that ‘the world has gone black
before my eyes,’ something that is difficult –
if not impossible – to articulate to another
(‘there’s no one here left to tell/the world
has gone black before my eyes.’)
The juxtapositions taking place from
line to line in ‘Nettie Moore,’ and the
juxtaposition between the ironies of the
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And these bad luck women stick like
glue.
It’s either one or the other or neither of
the two.

most basic – and perhaps most unselfconsciously enacted – processes of American
culture.
If Dylan is uncovering Pike’s ‘Nettie
Moore,’ then he uncovers that song’s
central, doubled vacancy – Nettie’s
absence after she is sold to another master
and the absence upon which every representation in minstrelsy is founded. The
way that the song opens a set of vacancies,
like a Russian doll, comes out clearly in the
next verse:

This next verse underscores the
singer’s trajectory: away from the present,
entombed in texts and history, towards a
less problematic past: the mythologized
landscape of the blues tradition. Yet the
singer also wants (perhaps quixotically) to
be free of the ‘demagoguery’ that obscures
the complexities of history under a veil of
crass emotionalism. The last line of the
verse suggests a choice between the ‘scriptures’ of society’s demagogues and the
‘scriptures’ of underground, fugitive
culture and song (the blues trope of ‘bad
luck women’ countering the dominant
strains of demagoguery.)
Interestingly, the singer ultimately
rejects refuge of any sort – in the next
verse he cites (again) another scrap from
the tradition of blues poetry (and references a song Dylan played in his early
years): ‘They say whisky’ll kill you, but I
don’t think it will./I’m ridin’ with you to
the top of the hill.’ In a place of disbelief
and doubt, the song does not rest – the
insistent drum beat goes on, demagogues
are feared, but the myths and tropes of the
blues do not offer a place of timeless
refuge. The singer seems to reject belief in
‘scriptures’ and ‘texts’ of all sorts.
Duplicity is rendered in terms familiar
to the blues tradition in the next verse – the
singer realizes his woman is dolling herself
up for another man; he decides to swallow
his pride and let it go, but it’s tough to eat
all of that duplicity in one sitting:

The world of research has gone berserk.
Too much paperwork.
Albert’s in the graveyard, Frankie’s
raising hell.
I’m beginning to believe what the
scriptures tell.
Here the singer is buried under leaves
of texts: songs, newspapers, histories, and
notes. There seems to be no end in sight.
Frankie and Albert – a recognizable allusion – re-enact the drama of their song;
‘scriptures’ in this verse refers not only to
Biblical texts, but to texts in general. Belief,
in ‘Nettie Moore,’ is a willful ignorance of
the theft that underlies each act of love in
the racial economy of America’s culture.
To ‘believe’ in Frankie and Albert – in
Jesus, Lost John, or Nettie herself – is an
essential part of this economy. In this
verse, the singer retreats from textuality
and its multiple indeterminacies, and
insists that ‘scriptures’ of all sorts speak
directly through the layers of history
without any mediation.
I’m goin’ to where the Southern crosses
the Yellow Dog.
Get away from all these demagogues.
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Don’t know why my baby never looked
so good before.
I don’t have to wonder no more.
She been cooking all day and it’s gonna
take me all night.
I can’t eat all that stuff in a single bite.

continuum that is yet vacant of teleological
structure and meaning, the singer goes as
far to cancel out any ‘advice’ his words
might carry. In another, witty reference to
one of his own songs, he asks his listener to
think twice before speaking: ‘You can do
what you please, you don’t need my
advice/’Fore you call me any dirty names,
you better think twice.’ The hesitation of
the song’s first verses (where ‘Lost John,’
the song, just can’t get started) can be seen
as an instance of the singer thinking twice,
and it is the experience of this hesitation
that is the only legacy the singer has to pass
on to his listener.
The final verses are powerful evocations of ambivalence, of hope cresting,
dying off and then vanishing; and they
contain the dire vision of solitude that cuts
through all of the song’s many layers and
intertexts:

And in this realm of disbelief and solitude the following verse’s invocation of a
judge is less significant than the ambivalent
gesture that meets the appearance of this
potential demagogue: do we lift up our
eyes in the hope that justice might finally
be rendered, or is this a gesture of abject
supplication? For a member of the dominant white culture, a black-robed judge is
an emblem of justice; for a black American,
this emblem was (is?) a farcical presumption of justice: ‘The judge is coming in,
everybody rise./Lift up your eyes.’ Is this an
entreaty to join in a moment of communal
hopefulness as the judge enters? Is this an
imperative to offer up a requisite gesture of
fealty to this figure of authority? Or is this
a whispered bit of advice from a person
who has been through the system before to
another prisoner standing in the dock?
Despite the different registers in which this
gesture could be read (from the humble
and respectful, to the equivocal or counterfeit), the figure of the judge remains a
powerfully ambiguous one – in the
possible historical contexts of the song and
in the context clearly established by its allusions to African-American culture, the
Biblical imagery taken up once again by
Dylan here is neither apocalyptic nor is this
imagery positing a determinate judge,
arbiter, or guiding force for history in this
world or the next. In a historical

The bright spark of the steady lights
Has dimmed my sights.
When you’re around me all my grief
gives ’way.
A lifetime with you is like some
heavenly day.
Lifetimes encompassed into single
‘heavenly’ days: this seems to my ears as
something the singer doesn’t quite believe.
(It echoes the conclusion of Pike’s ‘Gentle
Nettie Moore’: ‘But when weary life is
past,/I shall meet you once again,/In
Heaven – darling, up above the skies.’) The
lines preceding this compress into them
the ambivalence upon which the song is
centered: ‘steady’ lights that nevertheless
‘spark’ up brightly could refer to a lighthouse and its intermittent illumination,
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but this line doesn’t crystallize into a
determinate image. Lights are flashing, but
are not fixed. Indeed, the singer’s ‘sights’
are dimmed by the alternating ‘spark’ and
darkness that briefly illuminates and then
shadows his journey. It’s getting too dark
to see. ‘Grief ’ giving way compounds this
verse’s ambivalence; his grief seems to
vanish, but it also slips out of his control,
it ‘gives way,’ spilling out like the uncontainable, rising rivers that course through
many of the songs on Modern Times.
‘Everything I’ve ever known to be right
has been proven wrong’ – this is perhaps
the most unadorned, and most affecting,
line of the entire song. It speaks for the
imagined singer of Pike’s song, a slave
whose God gave Moses the mantle and
power of an earthly liberator, but who
withholds his judgement in the present. It
speaks for the singer/author of ‘Nettie
Moore,’ a singer who is sustained by
African-American culture, but whose
journey through this culture’s various
texts uncovers – at every step – the unredeemed acts of theft that likewise shaped
the culture. This is not ‘white guilt,’ but a
profound expression of the way American
history can never truly speak of or account
for the amnesia forced upon – and the
physical theft of – African-Americans.
The singer of Pike’s song and the historian/singer of Dylan’s song speak together
in the last, powerful verse:

Like eyes lifted to the judge, voices
raised in praise must come down (again,
the melody, and the enjambment of the
first two lines – rare in this song – brilliantly carries this terminal gravity across
the song). Raising the voice of praise could
be lip service; it could be a faithful, yet
fruitless, gesture. The desire to hide, to
find refuge – a central theme of the song –
triumphs over belief. This could be the
fugitive slave seeking the refuge of
shadows, and it could be the desire of the
sinner for shelter from God’s wrathful
storm. But another intertext emerges here
that points us to the theme of racial
oppression and the way myths – religious
or cultural – buckle under the pressure of
such oppression. In his Songs of Innocence,
William Blake also paradoxically enfolded
the desire for justice into the desire for
refuge from justice. In ‘The Little Black
Boy’ a black mother tries to pass on not
just spiritual knowledge to her son, but
she attempts to help her son try and bear
the burdens of racial oppression:
And we are put on earth a little space
That we may learn to bear the beams
of love;
And these black bodies and this
sunburnt face
Is but a cloud, and like a shady grove.
For when our souls have learned the
heat to bear
The cloud will vanish, we shall hear
his voice
Saying: ‘Come out from the grove, my
love and care,
And round my golden tent like lambs
rejoice!’ 16

Today I’ll stand in faith and raise
The voice of praise.
The sun is strong, I’m standing in the
light.
I wish to God that it were night
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As in Dylan’s song, light – the most
elemental of tropes, signifying wisdom,
justice and goodness – is a form of darkness. To be able to ‘raise the voice of praise’
from within a very real system that denies
one the most basic forms of justice is
critiqued in Blake’s and Dylan’s songs.
Light is a burden to bear, something to flee
from – no alchemizing will turn the bitter
light of ‘justice’ into the idealized light of
God’s love; nor will the alchemizing art of
the song and dance man (evident in songs
like Pike’s ‘Gentle Nettie Moore,’ or
‘Frankie and Albert,’ or a song by Robert
Johnson) transcend the theft that lies
buried at the core of each American act of
love that crosses racial and cultural lines.
The most basic law of Dylan’s ‘Nettie
Moore’ is that any upward-tending
moment of transcendence (‘Today I’ll
stand in faith and raise’) must submit to
the inexorable gravity of history (evident
in the ironic way Dylan sings ‘– the voice

of praise.’) But the song’s power comes in
its chorus, where despite this gravity,
Dylan sings, and sings without irony, the
plaintive lament of a slave while understanding fully that this slave – and his
object of desire – were fashioned by a
white minstrel performer.
As a comment upon Dylan’s current
method of composition, ‘Nettie Moore’
lends ruminative and emotional weight to
debates or arguments about sources and
citation that unfortunately have tended to
be rendered in legal terms, in cries of
‘plagiarism’ and in responses that defend
Dylan’s ‘folk process’ – neither of these
responses is appropriate to this major
work. In this song, Dylan accedes to the
fact that in American culture, every
moment of border crossing, every
moment where the boundaries of race are
transcended, is a moment that reinscribes
those boundaries – every act of love an act
of theft.

Notes
1. Scott Warmuth brought this to the attention of Dylan-watchers; see ‘Who’s This Guy Dylan Who’s Borrowing
Lines from Henry Timrod?’ by Motoko Rich in The New York Times, September 14, 2006.
2. Chronicles. New York: Simon and Schuster. 2004. p. 86.
3. Robert Polito’s article ‘Henry Timrod Revisted’ is published by and was accessed at the Poetry Foundation’s
archives at www.poetryfoundation.org/
4. Interview with Eric Lott from 2001 published at Gadfly Online: www.gadflyonline.com/12-10-01/bookericlott.html
5. Walt Whitman. Uncollected Poetry and Prose. Volume 1. New York: P. Smith. 1992. p. 236.
6. Eric Lott. Love and Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working Class. New York: Oxford University
Press. 1993. p. 29.
7. Eric Lott. “Love and Theft and ‘Love and Theft:’ Just Like Jack Frost Blues: Mask and Melancholia in ‘Love and
Theft.’” Presentation made August 12, 2006 at the conference Just a Series of Interpretations of Bob Dylan’s Lyrical
Works. Dartmouth College.
8. Although Ricks mentions the intertwining of suffering and art in Dylan’s song, any historical suffering
vanishes from the reader’s mind since Ricks focuses on timeless virtues and vices and how art crosses the more
quotidian boundaries of the historical. For example, he writes that ‘Blind Willie McTell’s’ refrain ‘endearingly
combines the superlative and the highly individual, without having to enter competitively into the proportions
of the one to the other. Perfectly judged, and determined to do justice to McTell. More, determined to see and
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hear justice done at last to him. Dylan’s Vision of Sin. New York: Ecco Books. 2003. p. 74. Ricks’ elision of the
historical in his reading allows him to imply an equivalence between Dylan’s judgement of McTell’s art and the
“justice” that can never quite be reached in the case of slavery in America. More evidently, Ricks’ ahistorical
reading is perplexingly deaf to the song’s bleak tone, one that, as I argue, the repetition of the song’s refrain
underscores, the singer voicing his frustrated grief at the realization of the immense suffering that gave birth
to the blues in general and McTell’s art specifically.
9. For one thing, ‘Nettie Moore’ seems to be built upon the juxtaposition between the verses of ‘Blind Willie
McTell’ and that song’s refrain. Specifically, almost every line in ‘Nettie Moore’ seems to be or is sung as a
complete sentence. These sentences – or fragments taken from more coherent narratives or sources – are essentially disjointed. Disjointedness as a mode of speaking or singing is the predicate of ‘Nettie Moore’s’ structure.
10. Boston: Oliver Ditson and Co. ca. 1857.
11. The full title of this volume is: The Harmoneons’ Casket of Songs and Glees: As written and sung by them at
their concerts in the United States and British provinces, in their original characters of whites and blacks. Organized
in 1843.
12. Of course, despite the false histories attributed to the origins of minstrelsy by its contemporary advocates,
minstrelsy was based upon white imaginative figuration of ‘blackness’ and not a study of African-American
culture itself. Eric Lott’s reading of minstrelsy as exposing white attraction to ‘blackness’ (and, in fact, actual
black bodies) established that this unequivocally racist cultural form is nevertheless a complex construction
worthy of historical study.
13. I would like to thank Ian Woodward immensely for his help in verifying this fact. And despite the fact that
Roy Rogers recorded a version of ‘Gentle Nettie Moore,’ I still feel that the original version of the song – with
its references to slavery in place, unlike the version Rogers sang – is, if not as obscure as Timrod’s poetry,
obscure enough to warrant my use of this adjective and enough to warrant the significance of its obscurity in
my reading of Dylan’s song.
14. Many thanks to John Stokes on this point – although we disagree about the meaning of Dylan’s performance of this line, we agree that it is significant. This is something John helped me see.
15. W.E.B. Du Bois. The Souls of Black Folk. Cambridge University Press. 1903. p. 3.
16. William Blake. Selected Poems. London: J. M. Dent. 1993. p. 11-12.
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Too Much Paperwork
Random Thoughts
On A Random Album

by Peter Doggett
What’s the matter with me? I don’t have much to say.
I was tempted to concoct an entire review out of Dylan quotes, in tribute to
the spirit of Modern Times. But I’d be ripping you off.
‘I can’t get away with singing cover songs like Rod Stewart,’ Dylan told Edna
Gundersen in the summer. ‘Nobody’s going to buy it.’ But I would. You would, too.
If Dylan sings cover songs, he doesn’t get composer royalties. If Dylan borrows
songs, he does. Call it Victoria’s secret.
It’s all in the voice, the same as it ever was. Even the breathing on Modern
Times is majestic, and Dylan’s singing has never been more about breathing than
it is here.
The voice is all there is; nothing else happens on this record.
Dylan once claimed to have written ‘That’s Alright Mama’. Muddy Waters
claimed he wrote ‘Rollin’ and Tumblin’. They were both lying.
What does it say about a new Dylan album that I don’t want to play it? There’s
always something more important to do.
The first time I heard ‘Workingman’s Blues #2’, I shed a tear. And it wasn’t
because the buying power of the proletariat was down.
Has anyone used the word ‘proletariat’ since 1979 outside of a political philosophy
seminar?
The first time I heard ‘Rollin’ and Tumblin’, my mind wandered off, I read the
paper, checked my e-mail, and made a cup of tea. Halfway through ‘Someday
Baby’, I remembered that this was the new Dylan album. Then I went back to the
kitchen for a biscuit.
Every time I watch ‘Idiot Wind’ from the Hard Rain special I pray that Dylan
will invent five new verses, just to make the moment last longer.
There’s not a single song on Modern Times that wouldn’t have benefited from
an eraser and a pair of scissors.
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I’m an American literature graduate,
and I’d never heard of Henry Timrod,
either. But I have heard of Muddy Waters,
Merle Haggard, Bing Crosby, the Carter
Family, the Stanley Brothers, Chuck Berry,
Memphis Minnie and all the other
performers who ‘inspired’ the creation of
Modern Times.
Maybe Modern Times is a conundrum,
a bumper Christmas quiz, a research
project for graduate students, or a giant
joke at the expense of everyone who has
Googled the lyrics to find where they originally came from.
Maybe Modern Times is a post-modern
masterpiece. Maybe this is the first
William Burroughs’ rock’n’roll album
(alternate title: Cut Up Or Shut Up).
I know Dylan is 65, but why do
‘Someday Baby’ and ‘The Levee’s Gonna
Break’ sound so lame? ‘Rollin’ and
Tumblin’ only works because the arrangement is thrilling, and it’s not Dylan’s
arrangement. Mind you, it’s not Dylan’s
song, either.
Is there a single line of lyrics on this
record that matters? One that you’d quote
to your friends, the way that ‘money
doesn’t talk, it swears’ or ‘the ladder of law
has no top and no bottom’ or ‘there must
be some way out of here’ might still slip
into your conversation after all these
years?
You know how annoying it is when
everyone cheers the line about the
President of the United States, night after
night, and yet aren’t there some shows
when you want to cheer as well?
Several lines on Modern Times exist
only to supply those President moments.

Like ‘Some day you’ll be glad to have me
around’, for instance. Or the embarrassing
last verse from ‘Spirit on the Water’. Or
(my favourite), ‘I’m in a cowboy band’. I’m
ready to cheer that one right now.
‘Whopping’?
First time through, I could already
recognise which songs I was going to hate
as much as I hate ‘Tweedle Dee & Tweedle
Dum’. And they’re the ones that Dylan will
play for the next five years.
His next album will be called
Limelight, and it will include new compositions called Crossroads and Nobody
Loves You When You’re Down & Out, plus
four songs with tunes that Bing Crosby
would remember. Right now Dylan is
jotting down his favourite lines from the
book he’s reading, and in 2011 we’ll all be
able to guess what it is. Me, I can’t wait for
The Great Dictator in 2016.
Talking about ‘Nettie Moore’, Dylan
told Edna Gundersen: ‘This is coherent,
not just a bunch of random verses.’ Or, he
might have said, all the other songs on the
album are just a bunch of random verses.
Only he wasn’t being entirely truthful.
‘Nettie Moore’ is a bunch of random
verses as well.
When Dylan describes ‘you’ in ‘Spirit
on the Water’ as being ‘high on the hill’,
and then a few seconds later sings ‘you
think I’m over the hill’, is he being witty,
clever or just plain lazy?
Or didn’t he notice?
Could Modern Times be Dylan’s equivalent of the new Beatles’ album: a bunch of
classic motifs mashed up into self-parody?
Never mind the plagiarism, many fans
insisted, what about the classic Dylan
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phrases? What about ‘toothache in my
heel’? Then they discovered that
Toothache In My Heel was the name of
someone else’s song. And the image came
from Chekhov.
Why does the guitar lick that runs
through ‘The Levee’s Gonna Break’ make
me want to kill something? It’s the blues
equivalent of ‘Chirpy Chirpy Cheep
Cheep’, but more resistible.
Almost none of the songs has any
sense of development. Nothing changes,
or grows, or dies (except maybe one’s
enthusiasm). ‘Highlands’ may have been
a shaggy dog story with no tail, but at
least it was a narrative. The lyrics on
“Love and Theft” may have read like
random thoughts, but at least they
maintained a consistent mood. Nothing
on Modern Times flows or builds. You
could rearrange every verse, or every
line, in a different order, and the songs
wouldn’t suffer or gain in the process.
And they don’t say anything without
saying the exact opposite in the next
breath. ‘I contradict myself,’ boasted
Walt Whitman. ‘I contain multitudes.’
These songs contradict themselves too.
But they don’t contain a single person,
least of all Bob Dylan.
Walt Whitman will be the secret source
of the most poetic lines on 2021’s album,
The Gold Rush. And after The Gold Rush?
It’s bound to be Neil Young’s turn.
If you were a teacher, and a teenager
turned in a couplet like ‘My bewildered
brain toils in vain/through the darkness on
the pathways of life’, wouldn’t you advise
them to drop English and take up
carpentry instead?

I admit it: the near-juxtaposition of
‘hot stuff ’ and ‘Alicia Keys’ in the opening
lines of ‘Thunder on the Mountain’
amused me.
Dylan’s misogyny has always been
difficult to take and impossible to excuse.
Don’t even get me started on those people
who cheer when he sings the line in ‘Sugar
Baby’ about the amount of trouble women
can bring. (They’re always men without a
woman by their side, that’s for sure.) But
no Dylan album has displayed as much
open contempt for women as Modern
Times. If he’s just acting, maybe he needs a
new agent?
Deconstruct this sentence: ‘some
young lazy slut has charmed away my
brains’. (1) All women are sluts, especially
if they sleep with Bob Dylan. (2) Dylan
isn’t young anymore, and it’s all the fault
of women. (3) Sluts are lazy. Songwriters
who don’t edit their songs aren’t. (4)
Dylan is so weak that he loses his head
every time he sees a young woman. (5)
Maybe Dylan thinks he is being affectionate. (6) Shouldn’t Alicia Keys be the
one who is crying if she sees Dylan
heading in her direction?
God, I love ‘Nettie Moore’, and so does
Dylan. When he bends an old cliché and
sings about the ‘blues fallin’ down like hail’,
his voice leaps out of the speakers and
grabs you by the throat, the way he did
back when he sang about ‘rotten wood’ on
‘Copper Kettle’.
Has Dylan ever sung better, with less
voice, than on ‘When The Deal Goes
Down’? Except maybe on ‘Nettie Moore’?
The title, and the final chorus line, of
‘Workingman’s Blues #2’ are borrowed
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from – or a homage to – Merle Haggard.
Merle’s WB#1 gets inside the brain of a
working-man haunted by poverty and the
devilry of power. Dylan’s #2 skims around
the outside, as if throwing together ideas
from an old economics textbook and
some vaguely apocalyptic scenarios from a
19th century cowboy tale equated to
empathy.
But the melody line is classic Dylan,
isn’t it? It’s the old descending chord
sequence from Pachelbel’s Canon, and it
works every time.
Surely you remember ‘Is Your Love in
Vain’? It worked there too.
‘The world of research has gone
berserk,’ Dylan sings on ‘Nettie Moore’,
‘too much paperwork’. Is he talking about
the way he writes his songs, or the way we
discover where he found them?
Trust Dylan to open the album with a
song that canonises the art of upsinging.
I don’t trust Dylan at all. Especially
when he’s talking about modern times, or
the album of that name.
I especially don’t trust ‘Ain’t Talkin’. Or,
at least, I don’t trust it the way that
reviewers have been trusting it, as a stunning insight into the human condition, or
a naked piece of autobiography. For once
on this record, his voice sounds creepy
rather than captivating, like a man with
halitosis crushed against you on the train.
And he clearly isn’t writing about himself
– here, least of all, on a record singularly
lacking in self-revelation. The real subject
of this song might have been in a movie
one time, starring Gregory Peck.
Another thing about ‘Ain’t Talkin’: it’s
dull, as music. What drags ‘Nettie Moore’

and ‘Workingman’s Blues #2’ out of the
doldrums is that Dylan has made the
effort to construct or compose some
melodic variation and modulation. ‘Ain’t
Talkin’ is begging for a chorus worthy of
the name. Even one extra chord change
might have saved the song. Instead it just
plods through the darkness on the pathways of life. Hey, look, I’m writing poetry,
just like Bob!
Listen to Modern Times on headphones, and there are delightful touches
hidden deep in the mix – stray caresses of
the violin, tiny drum-rolls emphasising
individual words, sometimes four or five
interlocking guitar parts, all subdued to
keep out of the way of the voice.
And the voice is gorgeous, isn’t it?
When the album was released, and
Dylan didn’t perform any of the new songs
at the next few shows, I wondered why.
‘Maybe he doesn’t like them’, my wife said,
wisely.
‘I tried my best to edit myself and let
the facts speak. You can easily get a song
convoluted. That didn’t happen.’ Bob
Dylan said that.
‘What is this shit?’ Greil Marcus said
that.
Self Portrait is a minor masterpiece. It’s
all in the singing. God, I love the sound of
his voice, then and now. But back then,
Dylan stole better songs (Belle Isle, Little
Sadie) and made them his own. Now I
don’t even know who he is anymore. And
I don’t think he does, either.
Self Portrait #2, anyone?
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The Handsomely Presented
‘Modern Times’

by Sheila Clarke

I wonder what it was like for Bob at this summers’ gigs, unable to do all his
new material? Andy Muir touched on this in Judas! issue 17 – Razor’s Edge: ‘Sky
full of fire, pain pouring down’ – about the lead up to “Love and Theft”:
How strange that must be for the artist – bursting to share his visions but being
forced to trot out the same old things instead.
On a balmy night in Cardiff it was 2001 all over again – just two UK dates and
a late summer release for the new album. With the tantalizing spectre of Modern
Times hanging over proceedings, I don’t think I was imagining a peculiar excitement in the air – and I’m sure I wasn’t alone in wishing it was September.
The next couple of months were spent in a state of heightened anticipation.
Track titles (was it to be ten or twelve?) were noted, snippets of news savoured,
and lyric extracts in Mojo read at W. H. Smith. (‘Oh no! In “Ain’t Talkin’” he
rhymes ‘garden’ with ‘pardon’. I shall always hear ‘I beg your pardon, I never
promised you…’. Still, Bob must know what he’s doing.)
Then, on August 5th, I managed to record forty seconds of ‘Workingman’s
Blues #2’ from the BBC ‘Newsnight’ programme, followed by a discussion with a
less-than-totally-impressed panel. This would have to see me through to the end
of the month.
Finally, with an appetite well and truly whetted, I made it to ‘the music zone’
to claim my copy of Modern Times – a limited edition, handsomely presented as
a small book and containing a DVD of four performances; the Camden Town
‘Blood In My Eyes’, ‘Love Sick’ from the 1998 Grammies (with Bob looking strangely puffy and un-Boblike in the wake of the previous year’s illness), the ‘Things
Have Changed’ promotional and ‘Cold Irons Bound’ from Masked and
Anonymous.
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So Modern Times follows the pattern
set on “Love and Theft”: – I loved
‘Mississippi’, ‘High Water (for Charley
Patton)’ and ‘Sugar Baby’ but tended to
avoid ‘Bye and Bye’ and ‘Moonlight’.
(although I appreciate the latter has a
darker side.)
Maybe I’m missing something, and
I’ve tried, really I have, but to hear this
most adroit artist reduced to a sentimental
soft-shoe shuffle seems so, well, wrong
somehow,
So, Bob, I do understand your affection for this kind of song, but trust me the
style does not suit you. Leave it to
someone else, but some of the other songs
– and performances – are tremendous;
Surely I am not the only one to shed a tear
on first hearing ‘When the Deal Goes
Down’? The gentle waltz, almost unbearably poignant to those of us who are
Bob’s near contemporaries, is probably
not the track to play too often if you suffer
from SAD’. It has a typical Dylan ambiguity, too; the addressee could be his
maker, a romantic ‘you’ or (and this is
what really got me) his audience – that
‘deafening noise.’
Voice weary and weighed down with
repentance, Bob is at his most reflective
here. Words are kept simple and all the
more effective for it. Rhymes may be fairly
predictable, but from the undulating ‘soul
to soul, our shadows roll’ to the beautiful,
sharp coupling ‘I picked up a rose and it
poked through my clothes’, right on target.
It is almost impossible to hear this song as
anything other than Bob Dylan’s soulbaringly honest feelings about himself at
this stage of his life.

Later, sitting alone in the dusk, I
prepared to enjoy that most intimate and
special listening experience – the first play
of a new Dylan album.
There are four major songs: ‘When the
Deal Goes Down’, ‘Workingman’s Blues
#2’, ‘Nettie Moore’ and ‘Ain’t Talkin’. But
the best things Bob has done in ages don’t
seem to belong with the other tracks.
Which are either fairly straightforward
blues rockers or easy listening strolls in the
manner of ‘Moonlight’ or ‘Bye and Bye’.
The four standouts, ranging from
mournful waltz to rousing anthem could
almost be part of a different album – and
each one is a perfect example of the magic
of Bob Dylan’s art today.
I wouldn’t want to be without ‘Thunder
on the Mountain’ either; Alicia Keys? Well
she’s just so euphonious. The audacious
‘sons of bitches/orphanages’ gets a particularly gleeful delivery, and the way he sings
‘shame’, like some vengeful old testament
patriarch, is definitely not to be missed.
‘Rollin’ and Tumblin’, a rollicking ride
destined to become the ‘Summer Days’ of
Modern Times, ‘Someday Baby’ and ‘The
Levee’s Gonna Break’ are all useful blues,
but when it comes to ‘Spirit on the Water’ –
and more especially ‘Beyond the Horizon’ –
I do have a problem. It makes me feel
deeply uncomfortable to hear Bob sounding like an amiable old cove. There, I’ve
said it! For some time now, it’s been a
complete turn off when he emulates the
sort of performer we were stuck with for so
long pre-Dylan. It doesn’t matter how
artfully written or layered in meaning the
song might be, when Bob comes over all
schmaltzy, I just can’t get by my unease.
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In contrast, ‘Workingman’s Blues #2’
has a lineage going all the way back to
‘Ballad of Hollis Brown’ and enough
lapses into the personal to keep us on our
toes. My precious forty seconds of tape
had captured only the first eight lines. So I
was itching to see how it unfolded; of
course, I could never have guessed. Who
would have thought that Bob would have
invited us to a sing-along? And I find it
hard to believe the ‘Newsnight’ comments
of ‘clumsy’, with ‘the buying powers of the
proletariat’ cited as particularly ‘clunky’
and the chorus attacked for its ‘boots and
shoes’ exhortation. ‘Don’t put a bad line in
the chorus,’ they said, ‘you have to keep
singing it.’ Well, yes – except that I don’t
think it is bad. ‘Shoes/Blues’ might seem a
little obvious but it’s also a practical
choice; in order to be ready for anything
surely he needs to be suitably shod?
Anyway, as a member of the same
panel confidently stated that Bob hadn’t
written a fast song for thirty years. I have
decided to discount their views altogether.
I believe ‘Workingman’s Blues #2’ will
stand as an important Dylan work – confident, powerful and with its strength of
spirit shining thorough. It will also
probably be the album’s most popular
track, though after the TV commercial
featuring ‘Someday Baby’ I’m not so sure.
I knew within thirty seconds that I
would love ‘Nettie Moore’. To say that I feel
enriched by it is no overstatement; in fact,
I can’t remember the last time I was so
completely drawn into a Dylan song. (yes,
I can – it was ‘Highlands’ in 1997) even
before Bob joins that simple, insistent beat
you know this is something special , and

what a performance it is! Weaving his way
through the song’s shifting scenes with
breathtaking authority and grace, we are
given a master class – every bit as skilful as
on his greatest recordings – in the art of
spot-on emphasis and subtle nuance. His
voice may be the ‘parched husk’ claimed
by one critic but boy, how he uses it! The
way a whole world of longing and regret is
sung into the first line of the chorus is just
wonderful.
It helps that almost every line is a gem;
some suggest the start of another song,
others (‘the world of research has gone
berserk’) could take you off in a totally
different direction. And the whole thing,
magical vocal, brilliant lyric and inspired
arrangement – comes together in one
spookily perfect entity. ‘Nettie Moore’ is
already added to my admittedly long list of
favourite Dylan songs; not quite up there
with ‘Mr. Tambourine Man’ but advancing
on the likes of ‘Sugar Baby’ and
‘Highlands’. If anyone asked me ‘what’s all
the fuss about this new Dylan album?’
‘Nettie Moore’ is what I’d play them, and
perhaps slip in ‘Ain’t Talkin’ as well.
Ah, ‘Ain’t Talkin’ – another contender
for favourite song of Modern Times, and
absolutely classic Dylan. All the best
aspects of his vast creative experience
come together; Shakespeare, The Bible –
no problem at all for Bob with eight
minutes to spare, and he rises to the occasion magnificently. We are immediately
lulled into a false sense of security by the
description of ‘mystic garden’ and its
‘cool crystal fountain’, but the ‘wounded
flowers’ should tell us something is
coming – and sure enough, he slips
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straight in with ‘someone hit me from
behind’. Would it be too precious of me
to suggest that the tune mimics the way
Dylan moves – walks – in fact? And that
some lines made me catch my breath in
delight? For instance, all of the ‘loyal and
much loved companions’ verse; the startling ‘I’ll avenge my father’s death then
I’ll step back’, and my personal favourite
‘who says I can’t get heavenly aid?’ Long
and lonesome the road may be, but there
are little pleasures for the listener at every
turn. (I would love to know if ‘Ain’t
Talkin’ was written close to ‘Nettie
Moore’, they do seem to be touched by
the same muse.) This is another memorable performance; that thing Bob does
with a wordin this case ‘dry’ – so that it
sounds like it’s meaning, the stretch and
caress of ‘sleeping’ and ‘contemplation’ –
I could go on. ‘Ain’t Talkin’ gripped me,

its imagery and vision making my imagination soar, as great art should. Can you
dare to think of a whole album like this?
It would be too much, but with songs of
this quality and the rest as good as say,
‘Thunder on the Mountain’ it was surely
within reach. It’s true I didn’t love all of
Modern Times, but Bob still thrills me like
no-one else, too. So am I being picky?
Probably, the niggling frustration of
wanting what one deems excellent to be
repeated will always exist, but obviously
I’m glad to have this album and can’t wait
to hear the songs live. Fortunately for us
this is what interest and (sometimes)
engages him, so by now we will know
how they are treated and look forward to
their UK debut. Yes, the next stage of the
N.E.T. should be very interesting – and
we all know that’s where Modern Times
will really start.
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Notes on ‘Beyond the Horizon’
Guido Bieri
Guido Bieri has been working hard at an expanded version of his book on Dylan, Life On
The Tracks: Bob Dylan's Songs, bringing it up-to-date and translating it into English. As is
often the way with such projects, he was approaching completion when Dylan came out with
a whole new album. Guido is therefore writing a postscript dealing with the new album and
putting it in the context of Dylan’s entire career. The book itself will hopefully be published
soon and covers Dylan’s entire career in considerable depth; watch out for it in 2007! I have
lifted a page out of his work-in-progress as he takes notes on each track from Modern Times;
so here is Mr. Bieri writing about ‘Beyond The Horizon’.
This is one of the four tracks dealing mainly metaphorically with Nature. Nature’s
elements such as the rainbow, the stardust, the cold waters in the valley, the night winds,
crimson skies, everything stands for the paradise of love and happiness. Lyrically it is one
of the most pregnant songs on the album, with very few sad undertones, in one or two
stanzas, such as in the following:
It’s dark and it’s dreary
I’ve been pleading in vain
I’m wounded and I’m weary
My repentance is plain,
recalling his own ‘Is Your Love in Vain?’, a rewrite of Robert Johnson’s brilliant ‘Love In Vain’.
Musically, the sweet country swing is a matter of taste, it’s so sweet one could ask if
it’s not a parody of the Robin/Whiting/Franke Harling song that was sung by Jeanette
MacDonald in the musical Monte Carlo, where she sang:
‘Beyond the blue horizon
Waits a beautiful day,
Good-bye to things that bore me,
Joy is waiting for me.
I see a new horizon,
My life has only begun,
Beyond the blue horizon
Lies a rising sun.’
The lyrics have other references as well, among others Timrod (‘A Vision of Poesy’,
‘Our Willie’, ‘Katie’), Cole Porter (‘Easy to Love’, ‘Night and Day’) and Miles Davis
(‘Round About Midnight’).
The sweet syrupy music is lifted from ‘Red Sails in the Sunset’ sung by a wide range
of artists such as Nat King Cole, Bing Crosby, The Platters, and is the nearest to the
soundtrack of Charlie Chaplin’s Modern Times and the ‘sugar-coated rhyme’ (‘Bye and
Bye’ from “Love And Theft”). In the film it could be sung by Charlie to his vagrant friend
at the end of the film, as they walk down the road and slowly disappear over the horizon.
Perhaps one day Dylan will perform the song in his Charlie Chaplin incarnation?
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Ever since I read the editorial in the last issue, I’ve been trying to think of something to
say about the sad decision to close Judas!, but I’ve been experiencing a curious mental
block. Still, I can put it off no longer. Let’s see what comes out.
The first thing that must be said is thank you, but I have two kinds of thanks to offer.
First, as a reader and subscriber, I want to thank all those contributors who’ve poured
out their thoughts, feelings, and insights into the pages of Judas! to make it such a
rewarding magazine to subscribe to. Thanks also to you, and to Keith, for providing the
stamina, enthusiasm, and expertise to keep the ball rolling. But also, as a contributor, I’d
like to say special thanks to you, Andy, for being such an excellent and inspiring editor. I
don’t use the word ‘inspiring’ lightly. I mean it. Your enthusiasm is infectious, and your
encouragement invaluable. Judas! was fun to write for, and contributing to it was and
remains something I’m very proud of. It’s been a magazine of continual high quality,
and my association with it is one of my personal highlights of recent years. The existence
of Judas! has coincided very conveniently with the (fairly brief) period when I actually
found I had something to say about Dylan, and I always felt that Judas! provided a perfect
platform for saying it. My chief regret is that in the last couple of years I’ve not been able
to offer you as much support in the way of articles. Truth is… I think the well ran dry,
and I just didn’t have anything to offer that would have been worth reading. In particular,
my enthusiasm for Dylan shows took a nosedive after the dreadful 2003 tour, and (like
my ears) struggled to recover.
So much for the past. What about the future? I’ve been listening to Modern Times, of
course, and wondering about where he’s going, and where this album sits in his oeuvre,
and whether it’s any good, and whether I’ve now become one of those unfortunate
people who wish he’d still sing the way he used to sing and are therefore doomed to
disappointment because of course he won’t, and probably even can’t. I don’t think Bob
Dylan owes me (or anyone else) anything, and so the album he chooses to make, here and
now, is entirely his business, and good luck to him, whatever he does. For what they’re
worth, my first impressions are that the album is curiously safe, for a Dylan album.
Twelve-bar blues is everywhere, and of course he can do that stuff as easily as falling off
a log. It’s so easy for him to do that it’s almost (as far as is possible with Dylan) ‘easy
listening’ for us. You can put the album on, and have a conversation, or read, and think
what a nice sound it is, and how it really isn’t very surprising that it’s selling so well.
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But for me, something important has not happened, so far. You know how it is when you
play a Dylan CD, intending to do something else at the same time. At some point you’ll
be jolted out of whatever else you’re doing by one of those gobsmacking ‘My goodness!’
moments, as his voice takes a new twist, a fresh inflexion, or the harmonica gives a sudden
inspired flurry – and you realise yet again that the only way to listen to this music is really
to listen to it, and not do anything else, much. And if you’re sensible you lay the book
aside, or stop the conversation, or whatever it was you were doing, and give the music the
attention that it just demanded. My concern is (and the jury is still out) that I’m not sure
whether Modern Times can do this. Maybe they still lie ahead to be discovered, but so far
I haven’t experienced a single musical moment that would demand my attention if I were
doing something else. It all chugs smoothly along its trouble-free course.
It was pretty clear from a recent interview I remember reading, that Dylan has been
indulging in a fair bit of nostalgia about what records should and shouldn’t be. His chief
complaint was that modern recordings don’t sound like ‘records’. Whether they do or not
is not really the issue; but the idea that the sound of ‘records’ is something we should be
striving to mimic is a curious one. I thought the ideal driving the recording process was
to try to make records sound like music - not to get music to sound like records. It
seems to me that Modern Times reflects Dylan’s attitude pretty closely. Unlike “Love and
Theft”, which revisited the past and came up with some startlingly new developments
from its visit, musically speaking, Modern Times seems to be trying to stay where its title
(ironically) says it isn’t: in the past. It doesn’t matter of course. The world doesn’t actually
need Dylan to keep exploring, pushing at the limits, probing the dangerous edges. He’s
had a lifetime of doing that, and if he wants to position himself a bit more comfortably
and enjoy a bit of musical nostalgia, then Heaven knows he’s earned the right to do it.
But between you and me, it makes me sigh a bit.
There’s one other aspect of this, of course. This is, after all, Bob Dylan I’m talking about.
Most of his life he’s been ahead of the game, with listeners and critics flailing in his wake.
And because this is Bob Dylan, there remains the intriguing possibility that I’ve not yet
realised that he’s still ahead of the game; that one day I shall play Modern Times and see
it in a light I’ve never seen it in before, and that then I’ll understand that when I wrote
this letter for the final double issue of Judas! I was completely and utterly wrong! That’s
the nature of the man and his art – that unsettling quality, that feeling that there’s always
more around the corner, that we might be missing some important nuance that will
transform our perception, that there’s an essence which always eludes the words we’re
trying to use to describe our experience of his music. That’s why Judas! existed – to
explore that complexity, and it did it extraordinarily well. It’s been a wonderful episode
in the history of writing about Dylan. So I’ll try not to be sad about its passing; rather,
I’ll look at the handsome volumes on my bookshelf as a cause for celebration.
All the best of luck Andy, and thanks.
Alan Davis
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I am so sorry about the demise of Judas!. It has been a part of my life since 2002 and it’s
gonna be a severe loss. It will be sorely missed.
That’s not to say I don’t understand and sympathise with you both for your reasons for
winding up, I do. And I suppose it is better to make a clean break than to soldier on with
a burden, that would be wrong. Equally it would be unfair to you after you’ve given us all
so much pleasure and food for thought these last few years.
Well, I’m sure that all your other readers have put into words what I’m trying to say here,
and done it that much better too, but I just wanted to wish you well, the two of you, in
all you do.
I just wish I’d found out how to fit my issues of Judas! into those blasted binders. Every
attempt I made looked like they’d do damage so all my copies are still ‘unbound’…never
mind.
All the best and thanks.
Mick Jones
Kent
I shall miss Judas!, practically a fanzine virgin when I discovered you, my only other experience was two numbers of Dignity before it entered its rather lengthy current sabbatical.
Let me tell you a little about how it was for me pre-2002. Bob was always the one; most
of the early 60s was spent with my head in a poetry book, trying to look enigmatic in
public places. I had one of those funny little peaked caps and a short brown jacket like
Bob’s on the cover of Freewheelin’ – what a prat I must have looked.
Over the years I progressed from having no friends who shared my enthusiasm to acquiring a husband who couldn’t stand Bob at any cost. Yes, mine was a lonely and withdrawn
life until Judas! came along (actually it improved quite a bit in 2001 after a chance
meeting with Alan Davis and an introduction to the world of boots – and eventually
Judas! itself). Even with my limited experience it was immediately obvious that your
magazine was head and shoulders above any competition. The standard was stratospherically high, attracting more excellent writers with every issue. Indeed, the contents were
so stimulating that it wasn’t long before ideas of my own were forming. I knew that I
could never aspire to an article, but it seemed the odd letter might be possible. After the
first one, I was well away – unstoppable, in fact. I suppose there was no way you would
not hear from a self-opinionated old broad like me, but I did think you might appreciate
a female point of view. I mean, where were you, girls? Saving the world, it’s true, but, hey,
we invented multi-tasking, so a few Bob comments should have been no problem at all.
But back to my original thought – missing Judas! – there have been so many enjoyable
articles and letters, it’s impossible to list them all. Writers such as Robert Forryan, Padraig
Hanratty, Andrew Davies (I wonder why he thought Chronicles was rubbish? Now I’ll
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never know.) and, of course, yourself, stand out. And I always had a soft spot for Nick
Hawthorne’s chatty, informed style. Most of the writers were unfamiliar to me, so I’m
grateful for the introduction and will certainly look out for them in the future. Also,
thank you, Andrew for all the hard work you put in to produce again and again a magazine of such quality; you can be proud of what you achieved. Finally, thanks for making
me feel included in the vast and wonderful Dylan ‘family’ of fans.
It’s a dark, sad night for Judas! but what was it Bob said? ‘obviously everything must
finish. Everything must come to an end.’ It seems entirely appropriate, doesn’t it, to let
him have the last word?
Sincerely,
Sheila Clarke
It all started in 1991 after I read some Paul Williams book. In the back of it there was a
list of fanzines, a term unknown to me at the time. One caught my eye: Homer, the Slut.
I scrounged some money together and subscribed. It came in the mail: ragtag, awkward,
lengthy, perfect. I was in heaven. Until that point I had thought I was alone in the world
with my strange Bob Dylan obsession. I was just about to turn 15.
I had gotten into Dylan backwards. My mother had something called Self Portrait that I
started spinning in my bedroom. Around this time I had fallen in love with this scraggily
voice on The Traveling Wilburys, not knowing it was the same tenor on Self Portrait. This
love affair was meant to be. I hadn’t even listened to good Dylan yet, and he was already
my favorite.
Homer, the Slut was a respite from the world of music assigned to kids my age. I think at
the time New Kids on the Block were still popular, and the world of MTV offered me
them or Guns N Roses; neither of which fit me right. None of the other kids my age had
even heard of Dylan. My best friend, a choirboy and classically trained pianist, thought
Dylan failed because he slurred into pitches and the instrumentation sounded loose. I,
however, knew better.
I used to wait and wait for Homer, the Slut – sitting on the school bus wondering if today
were the day a new issue would arrive. It was my connection to a world that heard –
finally heard – an approximation of what I heard. How different my dream world was
from the children who surrounded me.
Nowadays this doesn’t sound as strange perhaps. He’s at one of his career highs right
now. His last album debuted at number one on Billboard. The days I was referring to
above were the early 1990s when his studio albums didn’t crack the top forty, or top
seventy in the case of one. Attending a concert of his at that time was considered a
gamble, and he often showed up drunk on television. Andrew Muir offered me a lifeline.
He even put me in contact with a fellow Dylan nut who lived a mile from my house.
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While flipping through my back catalog of Judas! I started to notice something: that
many of the best pieces were written by Muir. Besides consistently creating a Dylan
community that demanded an intelligent discourse, Muir has had many important
accomplishments, two of which are the following: with Judas! he elevated the fanzine to
something higher, and has published, so far, two great books about Dylan and his art. I
encourage people, especially those in the US where the book was not released, to order
Troubadour. It is on the short list of must-own Dylan books. Andrew’s other book
concerning some Dylan tour is so popular that I believe Warner Bros just optioned its
film rights, so no need to buy that one.
Lucas Stensland
Brooklyn, NY
Dear Andrew
I thought this might be of interest. We had our neighbour, Brian, and wife Liz, round for
a New Year drink. We don’t really know Brian at all and he is certainly not knowledgeable about Dylan. So when Bob’s name came up from us and Brian told us the following
tale it seemed likely to be true. He wouldn’t have known this stuff. Brian is 72 now but
when he was young he was a merchant seaman. In the 1961/62 period he used to work
on a regular passage delivering cargoes of whisky from Scotland to New York. One of the
regulations allowed for a number of broken bottles each trip, i.e. there would be no
penalties as long as the breakages didn’t exceed that limit. So this meant that a number
of bottles would ‘disappear’ each trip and the owners were told they were breakages.
Brian got into the habit of smuggling half a dozen bottles ashore each trip to sell to his
‘customers’. The place he did his business was a tavern near the docks in Greenwich
Village. It was the White Horse, which all the books say was frequented by Dylan
Thomas, the Clancys, Robert Shelton and young Bob. Brian said – totally unprompted
by me – that he saw Dylan there several times. ‘Mind you’, he said, ‘Mostly I just saw the
top of his cap ’cos he was a little fella’. He also said that a regular customer for his whisky
was Noel Stookey (Paul of Peter Paul and Mary). Brian said that although Bob wasn’t
really famous then, they were all talking about him on the Greenwich Village folk scene,
which is why Brian remembered him when he did become an international known star.
It made me look up the White Horse. There is a photo in The Telegraph No 25 in John
Bauldie’s article about Dylan in New York in 1961. In 1984 Dylan said; ‘The times I
remember the Clancy Brothers most was not mostly in the clubs where we played but in
those bars: there was a bar called the White Horse Bar and… you could always go there,
anytime, and they’d be singing, you know, Irish – the Irish folk songs. Actually, I learned
quite a few there myself ’. Which links all the way back to 4th November 1961 at Carnegie
Chapter Hall where Dylan introduced ‘Young But Daily Growing’ with the words: ‘Heard
Liam sing this in the White Horse Bar… Irish bar’.
Say goodbye to Judas! for me,
Robert Forryan
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